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Functional Development and Plasticity of Parvalbumin 
Cells in Visual Cortex: Role of Thalamocortical Input 
 
Abstract 
 
 Unlike principal excitatory neurons, cortical interneurons comprise a diverse 
group of distinct subtypes. They can be classified by their morphology, molecular 
content, developmental origins, electrophysiological properties and specific connectivity 
patterns. The parvalbumin-positive (PV+), large basket interneuron has been implicated 
in two cortical functions: 1) the control and shaping of the excitatory response, and 2) 
the initiation of critical periods for plasticity. Disruptions in both phenomena have been 
implicated in the etiology of cognitive developmental disorders. Careful characterization 
of PV+ cell function and plasticity in response to their primary afferent, the thalamo-
cortical synapse, is needed to directly relate their vital contribution at a synapse-specific 
or network level to whole animal behavior. Here, I used electrophysiological, anatomical 
and molecular genetic techniques in a novel slice preparation to elucidate PV+ circuit 
development and plasticity in mouse visual cortex. 
  I found that GFP-positive PV+ cells in layer 4 undergo a rapid maturation after 
eye opening just prior to onset of the critical period. This development occurs across a 
number of intrinsic physiological properties that shape their precise, fast spiking. I 
further optimized and characterized a visual thalamocortical slice to examine the 
primary afferent input onto both pyramidal and PV+ cells. Thalamic input onto PV+ cells 
 
  
iv 
is larger, faster and again matures ahead of the critical period. Both the intrinsic and 
synaptic properties of PV+ cells are then maintained by a secreted homeoprotein, Otx2 
(Sugiyama et al, 2008), which is mediated by an extracellular glycosaminoglycan 
recognition.  
 Since the plasticity of fast-spiking, inhibitory neurons is dramatically distinct from 
their neighboring pyramidal neurons in vivo (Yazaki-Sugiyama et al. 2009), I directly 
examined the plasticity of thalamocortical synapses in vitro. After brief monocular 
deprivation, thalamic input specifically onto PV+ cells is reduced while remaining 
unaltered in pyramidal cells. Deprivations prior to critical period onset or in GAD65 
knockout mice neither produce a shift of visual responsiveness in vivo (Hensch et al, 
1998) nor reduce thalamocortical input onto PV+ cells. These results directly confirm 
that PV+ cells are uniquely sensitive to visual experience, which may drive further 
rewiring of the surrounding excitatory cortical network. 
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Parvalbumin Positive Interneurons
 Parvalbumin positive (PV+) cells are a subtype of GABAergic inhibitory 
interneurons that can be primarily characterized by fast-spiking electrophysiological 
properties and the expression of a calcium-binding protein, parvalbumin. PV+ cells are 
born in the medial ganglionic eminence (MGE). They can be found throughout the brain, 
including hippocampus, thalamus and cortex. In mice, PV+ cells  are first born on 
embryonic day E13.5 (Butt et al. 2005). PV expression in mouse visual cortex begins 
near postnatal day P12 in layer 5 and matures in an inside-out laminar progression, 
maturing around P21 (del Rio et al., 1994; Gonchar et al. 2007). PV+ cells also arise in 
somatosensory and other cortical regions, but appear and mature at slightly younger 
ages and in a region specific manner (del Rio et al. 1994). 
PV+ Cell Anatomy
 PV+ cells represent the largest class of inhibitory interneuron and make up 
40-50% of the GABA cell population in the cortex, which in turn, make up approximately 
20% of neurons in the brain (Gonchar et al., 2007). In the cortex, the two primary types 
of PV+ cells are the axon initial segment-targeting chandelier cells and the soma 
targeting large basket cells (McBain & Fisahn 2001). The localization of inhibitory 
synapses on the soma or axon initial segment allow the PV+ cells to control the output 
of the target cells. The large basket cells have a large, round soma with several 
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prominent radial dendrites and are more prevalent in the visual cortex. The axons of 
large basket cells are widely projecting, crossing several columns and even projecting 
vertically across layers (Markram et al 2004, Packer & Yuste 2011). 
 With age, PV+ cells are preferentially enwrapped in chondroitin sulphate 
proteoglycans that form peri-neuronal nets (PNNs), The nets may buffer the ionic 
environment surrounding these cells to aid in the rapid transport of cations and support 
high firing rates (Härtig et al. 1999). PNNs and specifically the chondroitin sulphate side-
chains may also act to limit growth and sprouting of impinging thalamic axon terminals 
by acting as either a physical barrier or through molecular signaling (Galtrey & Fawcett 
2007, Miyata et al. 2012, Beurdeley et al 2012).
PV+ Cell Electrophysiology
 Large basket, PV+ cells are fast-spiking (FS) cells which are characterized by 
short duration action potentials and respond to a depolarizing current with high 
frequency, non-adapting action potential trains. They typically do not fire “rebound” 
action potentials in response to hyperpolarization (Kawaguchi & Kubota 1993; 
Kawaguchi 1995). PV+ cells express Kv3.1 channels, a class of inward rectifying K+ 
channels that contribute to their fast-spiking characteristics.  PV+ cells undergo 
maturation of a number of intrinsic physiologic properties that contribute to their precise 
and rapid firing properties including an experience dependent increase in Kv3.1 
channels (Grabert & Wahle 2009), a decrease in input resistance and action potential 
width and an increase in action potential amplitude and frequency (Plotkin et al., 2005; 
Doischer et al., 2008).
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 PV+ cells have fast membrane kinetics and firing rates, and they also express 
fast AMPA receptors that lack the GluR2 subunit (Geiger et al 1995, Isaac et al. 2007). 
These AMPA receptor channels are known to have fast kinetics, are calcium permeable 
and strongly rectifying. In the prefrontal cortex the developmental down-regulation of 
NMDA receptors are compensated by up-regulation of calcium permeable AMPA 
receptors (Wang & Gao 2010). Recently it has been discovered that the inputs onto 
inhibitory neurons are also plastic. An “anti-Hebbian” LTP was discovered in 
interneurons of the hippocampus: pre- synaptic activation paired with a postsynaptic cell 
held at or near resting potential potentiates the synapse and is dependent upon 
postsynaptic calcium influx through calcium-permeable AMPA receptors and is NMDAR 
independent (Lamsa et al 2007). 
 At intracortical synapses onto PV+ cells of the somatosensory cortex there is 
mGluR5 dependent spike timing dependent plasticity (STDP) wherein pairing 
presynaptic activity with either a preceding or following depolarization causes LTD (Lu 
et al., 2007). mGluR5-dependent plasticity has also been reported for intracortical 
excitatory synapses onto PV+ cells in the visual cortex (Sarihi et al., 2008). The rapid 
rise and decay of the excitatory currents in PV+ cells and possibility of plasticity at these 
synapses aids the PV+ cells in quickly following and adjusting to changing sensory 
information.
PV+ Cell Network Function
 PV+, fast-spiking cells are connected via gap junctions and inhibitory chemical 
synapses to form interconnected networks (Galarreta & Hestrin 1999,  Galarreta & 
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Hestrin 2001). They provide fast and strong inhibition to the peri-somatic region of 
pyramidal cells. The somatic innervation is suited to control the spiking pattern on the 
target cells. Through feed-forward inhibition there is only a brief window of opportunity, a 
few milliseconds, for the sensory input to drive the pyramidal cells to spike before 
inhibition dominates. Thus even slight jitter in the sensory signal onto pyramidal cells 
may be edited out (Gieger et al 1999, Pinto et al 2000, Atallah et al. 2012).
 PV+ cells play a major role in synchronizing cortical activity. Activation of PV+ 
cells alone can drive gamma oscillations (Cardin et al. 2009, Sohal et al. 2009). The fast 
and precise inhibition provided by the PV+ cells allows a brief window for excitation of 
the network that is followed by an interval of strong inhibition. The gap junctions 
connecting PV+ cells meanwhile act as a coincidence detector by propagating 
hyperpolarizing and depolarizing currents, thus amplifying synchronous excitatory input 
and dampening non-synchronous input (Galaretta & Hestrin, 2001, Bartos et al. 2007).
Critical Periods
 Hubel and Wiesel were among the first to find physiologic evidence for 
developmental time windows when specific brain circuits are more susceptible to 
experience-dependent changes (Hubel & Wiesel 1963). In their studies of ocular 
dominance in the cat, they found monocular deprivation (MD) of one eye produced a 
shift in cortical neuronal response in favor of the open eye only when deprivation 
occurred during a specific time window, which they termed the critical period (Hubel & 
Wiesel 1970). Since then it has been found that critical periods exist in many species 
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including mice and across a variety of brain regions and sensory systems (Hensch, 
2004).
Ocular Dominance Critical Period
 The ocular dominance critical period remains one of the most studied and refined 
models of critical period plasticity. Initial characterization of the mouse revealed an 
ocular dominance critical period that peaks around P26 (Gordon & Stryker, 1996; 
Antonini et al., 1999) (Figure 1.1). The mouse’s visual cortex is primarily monocular, but 
the lateral region receives input from both eyes representing input from the central 30 
degrees of the visual field. Even within binocular cortex, excitatory neuronal responses 
are normally biased toward the contralateral eye. After MD of the contralateral eye 
during the critical period, this bias can be shifted so that cells, on average, respond 
equally well to both eyes. After just two to three days of MD, there is a reduction in 
cortical responses to stimulation of the deprived eye that causes a shift in ocular 
dominance. Extending the deprivation for several days more increases the response of 
the open eye setting up a two stage progression of ocular dominance shift (Frenkel & 
Bear 2004, Kaneko et al. 2008, Smith et al. 2009), first a Hebbian-like depression in 
deprived synapses followed by a homeostatic and/or Hebbian potentiation of the non-
deprived synapses. 
 The use of genetically manipulated mice combined with electrophysiological 
recording in vivo and morphological analyses has furthered our understanding of the 
mechanism and demonstrated the importance of PV+ cells. Beginning with the discovery 
that GABA-deficient GAD65 knockout mice do not display a critical period (Hensch et al. 
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Figure 1.1   
Figure 1.1 - The Critical Period for Ocular Dominance Plasticity in Mice
(a) Diagram of mouse visual system depicting eyelid sutures of the right eye and segregation 
of inputs from each eye in the left hemisphere. (b) Critical period for ocular dominance plastici-
ty lasts from P21 to P35 in mice but can be shifted in time through manipulations that general-
ly change the excitatory/inhibitory balance or specifically modulate parvalbumin cell function. 
(Hensch 2005, Sugiyama et al. 2008, De Cristo et al. 2007, Southwell et al. 2010)  
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1998) and that this deficit could be rescued at any age with diazepam (Fagiolini & 
Hensch 2000), the theory emerged that a requisite balance of inhibition to excitation 
within the cortex allows the initiation and closure of the critical period (Figure 1.1b).
 Diazepam is a positive allosteric modulator of GABAA channels that binds 
specific subunits to increase the open probability of the channel and increase inhibition. 
Diazepam administration can prematurely open the critical period of wild-type mice, but 
targeted point mutation of the α1 subunit prevents diazepam binding as well as its 
precocious opening of the critical period (Fagiolini et al. 2004). GABAA receptors 
containing the α1 subunit are located on the soma and proximal dendrite region of 
pyramidal cells. PV+ large basket cells preferentially target this same area, which 
undergoes an experience-dependent regulation of GABA receptors during the critical 
period (Katagiri et al. 2007). 
 The homeoprotein Otx2 has further been found to be an essential transcription 
factor for the initiation of the ocular dominance critical period, and consistently it is also 
crucial for the maturation of PV+ cells (Sugiyama et al. 2008). Conversely, to reactivate 
ocular dominance plasticity in adult mice, application of chondroitinases to destroy the 
peri-neuronal nets that predominantly and preferentially surround PV+ basket cells is 
effective (Pizzorusso et al. 2002, Beurdeley et al 2012). Taken together, these findings 
underscore the crucial role PV+ cells play in visual cortical plasticity.
 
Other Critical Periods
 The study of critical periods is not limited to ocular dominance. Examples of other 
critical periods include: orientation selectivity in the visual cortex (Fagiolini et al., 2003), 
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barrel receptive field tuning in somatosensory cortex (O’Leary et al., 1994; Lendvai et al. 
2000) and tonotopy in the auditory cortex (de Villers et al., 2007). PV+ cells have been 
implicated in the initiation or maintenance of some of these other critical periods. The 
regular arrangement of sound frequencies in the rodent auditory cortex can be delayed 
by exposure to pulses of white noise during the second postnatal week (Zhang et al., 
2002). This disruption is specific to the bandwidth of the noise and changes not only the 
tonotopy for the covered frequencies, but also decreases the number of PV+ cells in that 
area of auditory cortex (de Villers et al. 2008).
 Critical periods are not limited to simple sensory processes either. Language 
acquisition is an easily recognizable human critical period (Lenneberg 1967, Werker et 
al. 2009). There are also animal models of critical periods in higher cognitive processes 
like fear conditioning. In juvenile rats there is a brief window of time where fear 
conditioning can be reversed, while in adults pairing a neutral stimulus with an aversive 
stimuli produces a strong, long-lasting effect. Injection of chondroitinase into the 
amygdala of adult rats, to abolish local peri-neuronal nets, permitted the reversal of the 
fear conditioning through extinction training.  This ability for extinction of the fear training 
is similar to juvenile rats (Gogolla et al. 2009). Thus, not only are critical periods 
widespread, but there may be universal mechanisms underlying them.
Thalamocortical Axons
 The ultimate result of critical period plasticity is the rearrangement of thalamo-
cortical fibers and cortical territories. Hubel and Wiesel were the first to correlate the 
functional plasticity of cortical ocular dominance plasticity to an anatomical change in 
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Figure 1.2   
Figure 1.2 - Monocular Deprivation Decreases Thalamocortical Afferents from 
the Deprived Eye
(a) Autoradiograms from Hubel et al. 1977 showing the alternating bands innervated by each 
eye in a normal monkey (top) and a deprived monkey (bottom). In the deprived animal thalam-
ocortical territory (dark bands) has been reduced in favor of the open eye (light bands). (b) 
Individual thalamocortical axons in mouse cortex also display a reduction in branching and 
cortical territory from the deprived eye (bottom) compared to the non-deprived eye (top). From 
Antonini et al. 1999.
a b Non-Deprived
Deprived
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the thalamocortical fibers (Hubel & Weisel 1977, Shatz & Stryker 1978). Eye injections 
with the transneuronal tracer 3H-amino acid reveals the cortical territory innervated by 
that eye (Figure 1.1 a). In cat or monkeys, thalamocortical afferents from each eye form 
alternating bands. Long term MD causes a rearrangement of thalamocortical fibers and 
a shift of the bands so that the thalamocortical afferent territory of the deprived eye 
shrinks in favor of the open eye (Hubel et al. 1977).  Thalamocortical anatomical 
reorganization is present in the mouse visual cortex as well (Figure 1.1 b). Afferent 
fibers from the deprived eye decrease or arrest their arborization and expansion after 
extended deprivation (Antonini et al. 1999).  
Critical Period Permissive Factors and Brakes: Otx2
 In addition to permissive factors, or conditions that allow for the opening and 
initiation of critical periods, there are also brakes that close critical periods and prevent 
further plasticity (Figure 1.2). Many of the permissive factors increase GABA signaling, 
often targeting PV+ cell signaling (Hensch 2005). Several critical period brakes have 
been discovered that are suspected to act through a variety of mechanisms (Bavelier et 
al. 2010). Myelination and Nogo receptor activation limit plasticity possibly due to 
structural limitations (McGee et al. 2005). Similarly peri-neuronal nets may act as a 
structural brake: not allowing axon rearrangement (Pizzorusso et al. 2006). A decrease 
in cholinergic signalling has also been implicated as a brake (Morishita et al. 2010). 
Lynx1 expression increases after the peak of the critical period and acts to decrease 
cholinergic neurotransmission and inhibit plasiticity. Disruption of any of these brakes 
can reinstate adult plasticity.
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Figure 1.3   
Figure 1.3 - Biological Factors Controlling Critical Periods
Increases in GABA, BDNF and Otx2 is necessary to initiate the critical period. Artificially 
increasing any these (i.e. Diazepam) or decreasing (dark rearing) can temporally shift the 
initiation of the critical period. There are also molecules and processes that limit plasticity. 
Artificially removing any of these brakes reopens plasticity. (PNNs = peri-neuronal nets, ACh 
= acetylcholine).
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 Otx2 is a transcription factor that may act as both a permissive factor and a 
brake. Otx2 is a homeoprotein that is not transcribed by PV+ cells but through targeted 
transfer. PV+ cells acquire Otx2 protein beginning just ahead of the critical period and 
increasing until adulthood (Beurdeley et al 2012). There seems to be a lower threshold 
for Otx2 expression to initiate the critical period as infusion can prematurely open the 
critical period (Sugiyama et al. 2008) yet there also appears to be an upper threshold of 
expression above which plasticity is restricted. By disrupting Otx2 transfer to PV+ cells in 
the adult animal, ocular dominance plasticity can be reinstated (Beurdeley et al. 2012, 
Miyata et al. 2012). This is similar to the model of GABA control of the critical periods 
(Feldman 2000, Heimel et al. 2011, Spolidoro et al. 2009). Otx2 and PV+ cell maturation 
may be the mechanism that ties it all together.
PV+ Cell Dysfunction
 The importance of PV+ cells and inhibitory neurons stretches beyond cortical 
signal processing and control of critical periods. Inhibitory neurons and PV+ cells 
specifically have been implicated in a number of cognitive diseases. Specific deficits in 
PV+ signaling has been prominently studied in schizophrenia (Lewis et al. 2005). 
Gamma oscillations, which have been shown to be driven by PV+ cells are altered in 
patients with schizophrenia (Tallon-Baudry et al. 1998, Spencer et al. 2003, Behrendt 
2003). Consistently, post-mortem studies of diseased brains display lower levels of the 
major isoform of glutamate decarboxylase (GAD 67), as well as lower GABAA receptor 
α1 subunit in pyramidal neurons postsynaptic to PV+ cells (Hashimoto et al. 2003, 
Curley et al 2011).  Recently the importance of inhibitory cells has been implicated in 

the developmental disorder autism and the closely related Retts syndrome (Dhossche 
et al. 2005, LeBlanc & Fagiolini 2011). PV+ staining is reduced in several different 
mouse models of autism (Gogolla et al. 2009b) and targeted deletion of Mecp2, the 
gene behind the developmental disorder Retts syndrome, in only inhibitory neurons, 
phenocopies many of the behavioral deficits of the global deletion (Chao et al. 2010).
 In this thesis, I have endeavored to study the function and development in terms 
of laminar migration, intrinsic electrophysiology, synaptic input and experience-driven 
plasticity of PV+ cells. Greater understanding of this critical cell type and fundamental 
synaptic innervation will aid understanding of cortical processing, critical periods and 
even cognitive function.
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Chapter 2
Materials and Methods
Animals and Rearing Conditions:
 All experimental procedures were carried out according to Harvard University 
animal care and use guidelines. C57BL/6 mice (Charles River), PV-GFP mice (Meyer et 
al. 2002), GAD65 KO mice (Asada  et al. 1996), Fos-GFP mice (Barth et al. 2004), 
Fezf2 KO (Molyneaux et al. 2005) mice or MeCP2 KO (Guy et al. 2001) mice were 
used for all experiments during specific windows of postnatal development (Figure 2.1). 
Experiments were performed either during the peak of the critical period for ocular 
dominance plasticity (postnatal days 24-27 (P24-27)), before the critical period 
(P16-18), shortly after eye opening (P14) or after the peak of the critical period (P40-50) 
(Gordon & Stryker 1996) (Figure 2.1 a). Animals were maintained on a 12 hr light/dark 
cycle with access to food and water ad libitum. 
Monocular Deprivation and Injections
 For monocular deprivation (MD) eyelid margins were trimmed by iris scissors and 
eyes sutured shut under isoflurane anesthesia (Gordon & Stryker 1996). Sutures were 
checked daily to make sure the eyes remained closed. Eyes were closed around P22 
and experiments were performed after a brief three to four day MD (short-term 
monocular deprivation, STMD) or a long-term MD (LTMD) after 21+days (Figure 2.1 b). 
All recordings and experiments were performed contralateral to the deprived eye.
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Figure 2.1  
Figure 2.1 - Experimental Time-lines 
(a) Visual Cortex developmental time-line and recording time periods. Colored arrows indicate 
electrophysiology recording days. (b) Experimental time-line for short term 3-4 days MD and 
LTMD. (c) Experimental time-line for RK injections either during the critical period (red) or after 
the critical period (orange). 
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 Cortical infusion of either peptide or saline was performed on mice anesthetized 
with 2% isoflurane plus O2. Body temperature was maintained through a heating pad. 
Two small holes were made through the skull: (2.0 mm lateral to the midline, 0.5 mm 
anterior to the lambda point) and (2.0 mm lateral to the midline, 2.0 mm anterior to 
lambda) to surround V1b but not interfere with thalamocortical fibers. A 28-gauge 
Hamilton® syringe connected to a motorized microinjector (Narishige) slowly delivered 
400nL of the peptide or saline at a depth of 350ȝm. After injection, the area was cleaned 
and skin sutured. For injections performed over two days another 400nL was injected 
into the same holes at the same depth 24 hours after the first surgery. Mice were given 
Meloxicam (to reduce pain) every 24 hours for two days after the surgery. Cortical 
infusion of peptides or saline were performed on two consecutive days then 
electrophysiological slice recordings were performed three to four days after in initial 
injection (Figure 2.1 c). For experiments during the critical period, injections were given 
at P21 and P22. For experiments after the critical period two consecutive days of 
injections were given between the ages of P38-51 and recordings occurred three to four 
days after the initial injection.
 Labeling of the retinogeniculate fibers in the LGN was obtained by eye injections. 
Mice, anesthetized with 2% isofluorane, were injected with 2 µl of a 2% solution of 
cholera toxin β subunit conjugated with Alexa 488 (Green) or 594 (Red) (Invitrogen, 
Carlsbad, CA) using a Hamilton® syringe. After 2 days, mice were deeply anesthetized 
and sliced according to the visual thalamocortical protocol and slices were placed in 4% 
paraformaldehyde overnight. The thick thalamocortical section was cryoprotected in 
16
30% sucrose and sub-sectioned to 50 µm on a freezing Vibratome (Leica), maintaining 
the initial plane.
Slice Preparation
 Mice were anesthetized with isoflurane then rapidly decapitated. The brain was 
removed and placed in an ice cold choline-based cutting solution (in mM: 78.3 NaCl, 23 
NaHCO3, 23 glucose, 33.8 choline chloride, 2.3 KCl, 1.1 NaH2PO3, 6.4 MgCl2, and 0.45 
CaCl2) (Hooks & Chen 2006). Either 300 µm coronal sections or 500 µm thick visual 
thalamocortical slices were sectioned on a vibratome (Microm HM 650V, Thermo 
Scientific) using a sapphire blade.  The visual thalamocortical slice was previously 
described by MacLean et al. (2005) and is discussed in detail later in this thesis. Briefly 
the brain was mounted on a 55° agar mold and one 500 µm  thick slice was sectioned 
~300 µm  after the disjoining of the corpus callosum. Slices were incubated at 35 °C in 
oxygenated ACSF (125 mM NaCl, 25 mM glucose, 25 mM NaHCO3, 2.5 mM KCl, 2 mM 
CaCl2, 1.25 mM NaH2PO4 and 1 mM MgCl2 (310–320 mOsm) for at least 15 min, before 
returning to 20–22 °C. 
Voltage Sensitive Dye Imaging (VSDI)
 The voltage-sensitive dye Di-4-ANEPPS (Invitrogen), dissolved at 0.01 mg/ml in 
dimethylsulfoxide stock solution, was diluted in ACSF to a final solution of 5 µg/ml Di-4-
ANEPPS. Slices were incubated for at least 90 min in the dye before transfer to an 
ACSF (20–22 °C) recording chamber. Slices were imaged using an Olympus MVX10 
microscope with 4x objective. Excitation light from a shuttered 150 W halogen lamp was 

Figure 2.2   
Figure 2.2 - VSDI Setup
Diagram of VSDI setup from Grinvald & Hildesheim 2004 and Rinaldi-Barkat et al 2011. A fast 
CCD camera connected to a computer allows for ms frame rate of a large field (psuedocolor 
frame). Using MiCam software and custom Igor analysis regions of interest are integrated and 
processed.
Stim
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band-pass filtered (515 and 535 nm) and reflected toward the sample by a 570-nm 
dichroic mirror (Figure 2-2). Emitted fluorescence, reflecting a change in potential 
across neuronal membranes (Grinvald, A. & Hildesheim 2004, Ferezou et al. 2006, 
Homma et al. 2009) was long-pass filtered (590 nm) and imaged using a MiCam Ultima 
CMOS-based camera (SciMedia). A 1 ms stimulating pulse was controlled by a 
programmable pulse generator (MiCam Ultima software, SciMedia) linked to a constant 
current stimulus isolation unit (Iso-Flex, A.M.P.I.) and delivered using a bipolar glass 
stimulating electrode filled with ACSF. Fluorescent changes for a single stimulation trial 
were collected at 1 ms frame rate for 512 ms and averaged across ten sweeps.
 Regions of interest containing 5 × 5 pixels covering 125 × 125 µm were spatially 
integrated using MiCam Ultima analysis software. For coronal slices, the upper region 
was located on beam with the stimulation site 200 µm below the pia and the lower 
region was located 300 µm above the white matter. Individual time course traces were 
subsequently exported to Igor Pro (WaveMetrics) for custom analysis (Barakat et al. 
2011). Fluorescence change was normalized to resting fluorescence (∆F/F0). Response 
amplitude was defined as maximum fluorescence change (∆F/F) per trial at a given 
region of interest. Variations in daily preparation were normalized by slice; all signals 
were divided by the change in fluorescence measured in the upper region at a 
stimulating strength of 0.1 mA.  
Acute Slice Electrophysiology
 Prior to recording, slices equilibrated for at least 1 hr in oxygenated ACSF before 
being transferred to a submersion chamber for room temperature recording. Layer 4 
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pyramidal or PV+ cells were targeted by shape (for pyramidal cell) or GFP expression 
(PV cells) using a combination of infrared-Nomarski DIC optics and fluorescent 
microscopy (Eclipse FNI, 40X immersion objective, Nikon). Recordings were obtained 
on an Axon MultiClamp 700B amplifier and digitized at 10 kHz (Axon Digidata 1440A). 
Recording electrodes (2-4MΩ) were fabricated from borosilicate glass microcapillaries 
(outer diameter, 1.5 mm) with a micropipette puller (DMZ Universal Puller). 
 For whole-cell voltage-clamp recordings the internal solution contained (in mM) 
120 Cs-methanesulfonate, 6 CsCl, 2 MgCl2, 0.05 CaCl2, 20 HEPES, 0.02 EGTA, 10 
phosphocreatine di(Na) salt, 4 Mg-ATP, 0.4 Na3-GTP, 0.15% biocytin, and 1 lidocaine 
derivative QX-314 (pH 7.2 with CsOH, 290–300 mOsm). Access resistances were 
maintained at less than 25 MΩ throughout the experiments. For voltage clamp 
recordings no more than 3 cells were recorded from each animal and at least 4 animals 
were tested per group. Thalamocortical excitatory post-synaptic currents (EPSCs) were 
recorded in the presence of 10µM bicuculline. and were stimulated by a bipolar glass 
stimulating electrode filled with ACSF placed in the LGN or the fiber bundle exiting the 
LGN. Incremental stimulus intensities were delivered at 0.05 Hz until an evoked EPSC 
was discernible from failures (Hooks and Chen 2008) and a consistent connection was 
present. Typically 8-10 repetitions at a minimal stimulating intensity were average for 
quantification. If there was an obvious difference in amplitude between the first detected 
currents with failures and incrementally higher stimulus that produced no failures, that 
synapse was not recorded. AMPA current measurements were obtained at a holding 
potential of -70 mV and NMDA current measurements were obtained at a holding 
potential of +40 mV and measured after the time-course of the AMPA current as 
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Figure 2.3  
Figure 2.3 - Measurement Parameters of Evoked EPSC Recordings
Analysis of single fiber input using Axon’s Clampfit program.
Onset Latency
EPSC decayAmplitude (1st)
2nd Amplitude
PPR = 
2nd Amplitude
1st Amplitude
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measured at -70 mV. Thalamocortical inputs were differentiated from di-synaptic 
intracortical inputs on a basis of onset delay (<9 ms), low jitter and by differences in 
short term plasticity (Gil et al. 1999, Beierlein et al. 2003). 
 Analysis of voltage-clamp electrophysiological data was performed using 
pClamp10 (Molecular Devices). EPSC amplitude was measured as the maximum 
change of the averaged current 4-15 ms after stimulation (Figure 2.3). Onset delay is 
defined as the time between stimulation and 10% of the maximum amplitude. EPSC 
decay time constants were measured from single exponential fits of a single average 
minimal EPSC. Two stimulus pulses 40 ms apart were used to examine the paired-pulse 
ratio (PPR), an assay for release probability. Here, PPR is defined as the ratio between 
the average EPSC amplitude evoked by the second stimulus pulse divided by the 
average EPSC amplitude evoked by the first stimulus pulse (EPSC2/ EPSC1). If the 
ratio is >1, it represents facilitation, while if the ratio is <1, it represents depression. 
Jitter was measured using the event detection in the Clampfit software. The value for 
jitter was defined as the standard deviation for the delay to 10% of the peak as 
measured for all traces at the single fiber stimulation intensity. 
 To record AMPA mediated mini EPSCs (mEPSCs), slices were first incubated in  
ACSF containing 1 µM TTX for 60 minutes prior to recordings. Recordings using the Cs-
methanesulfonate internal solution were performed in the presence of TTX (1 µM), APV 
(50 µM) and bicuculline (20 µM). AMPA mEPSCs were recorded for 10 min, high pass 
filtered at 2 kHz and analyzed using MiniAnalysis (Synaptosoft). 
 Whole-cell intrinsic membrane and firing properties of cells were recorded in 
current-clamp with pipettes containing (in mM): 120 potassium gluconate, 10 KCl, ATP-
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MG, 10 phosphocreatine, 0.3 GTP, 10 HEPES and 0.15% biocytin (pH 7.3, 290-300 
mOsm). 300 µm thick coronal slices of visual cortex were bathed in oxygenated ACSF 
during the recordings. For each animal up to 5 cells per cell type were recorded. 
 Resting potential and compensated input resistance was recorded within seconds 
of breaking into a cell. Sag calculated as the difference between the negative peak 
voltage and the steady state voltage of a -100 pA injection. The error for the liquid 
junction potential was not corrected unless otherwise indicated. Cells with a series 
resistance of <2 MΩ and <25% change for the duration of the experiment were used 
for analysis. For most cells the series resistance was <15 MΩ did not change more than 
20%. 
 Analysis of current-clamp electrophysiological data was performed using 
pClamp10 (Molecular Devices) Single action potential parameters (peak amplitude, half-
width and hyperpolarization anti-peak) were measured at threshold and the amplitude of 
the spikes and after-hyperpolarization potentials were measured relative to the spike 
threshold. To measure interneuron firing properties, the frequency-current relationship 
(FI curve) was calculated as the spike frequency when current steps from threshold to 
950 pA were applied in increments of 50 pA (0.1 Hz, 1,000 ms). The instantaneous firing 
rate was calculated as the inverse of the interval between the first and second spikes 
whereas the average firing rate was calculated from the number of spikes fired after a 1 
s current injection. Frequency-intensity curves were calculated as the mean firing 
frequency of cells that had reached spike threshold. Spike adaptation was calculated as 
the average of the last two interspike intervals (ISIs) divided by the average of the first 
two ISIs in response to a depolarizing step that evoked firing rates of ~50 Hz. The 
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maximal firing rate was determined as the inverse of the shortest ISI for current 
injections between 500-950 pA. 
 Post-hoc labeling and morphological characterization of patched cells filled with 
biocytin was performed when possible. Tissue slices containing biocytin-filled cells were 
fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde (4°C at least 24 hrs). Slices were washed three times in 
0.1 M phosphate-buffered saline (PBS, pH 7.4), incubated with PBS containing Alexa 
546 conjugated Streptavidin (Molecular Probes) and 0.25% Triton-X (2-4 hr, room 
temperature). After washing three times in PBS, slices were mounted and observed 
under a confocal microscope (Leica) (Katagiri et al., 2007).
Perfusions
 Mice were anesthetized with 2.5% isoflurane with O2. They received an overdose 
of Nembutal (5mg/ml, i.p.) and were perfused transcardially with 0.9% saline followed 
by 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA). Brains were post-fixed in PFA for 1.5 hours and then 
cryoprotected in a 30% sucrose solution overnight.
Puncta Immunofluorescence 
 40 µm thick sections were cut from perfused brains on a cryostat or freezing 
microtome (Leica). Every fourth section was collected and washed in phosphate 
buffered saline (PBS) for 30 minutes followed by 4°C overnight incubation in blocking 
solution (0.8% Triton X- 100 and 20% bovine serum albumin (BSA) in 0.1 M PBS-
Triton). Slices were then transferred to a primary antibody solution in 0.2% Triton X-100 
and 5% BSA in 0.1 M PBS-Triton for overnight incubation. Antibodies were used at the 
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following concentrations, rabbit anti-GFP 1:2000 (ab cam), rabbit anti-PV 1:1000 
(Swant), guinea pig anti-VGluT2 1:500 (Synaptic Systems) and mouse anti-Otx2 1:250 
(Sugiyama et al. 2008).  After three 15 minute washings in PBS-Triton-BSA, sections 
were incubated overnight in the secondary antibody, goat anti-rabbit IgG Alexa 488, 
goat anti-rabbit IgG Alexa 596, goat anti-guinea pig 564, goat anti mouse 488 or 633  
(Invitrogen), diluted at 1:1000 in PBS-Triton-BSA. Sections were washed three times in 
PBS-Triton for 30 min prior to being mounted on glass slides.
 In order to compare the thalamocortical connectivity onto PV+ cells, the number of 
VGluT2 immunoreactive puncta surrounding a PV+ cell body were estimated using a 
custom MatLab script. Three to four PV+ positive cells per section (40 µm thick) were 
imaged on a Fluoview FV1000TM scanning microscope (Olympus®) at 100x from three  
sections from each brain, totaling 10 cells per animal. Automatic thresholding within 
MadLab defined the region of the PV+ cell. This region was then used to select a 1.25 
µm ring around the neuron. The red VGluT2 channel was thresholded to the median 
intensity plus 4x the standard deviation and all puncta within the ring, larger than 3 
pixels (0.123 µm), were automatically counted and analyzed (Figure 2.4).
Mecp2 Staining
 Cryosections (40 µm) were incubated with either rabbit anti-PV (Swant, 1:2500 
dilution),  mouse anti-PV (Swant 1:10000),  rabbit anti-NR2A or rabbit anti-NR2B 
(Frontier Science Co., 1:1000 dilution) and mouse anti-GAD65 (Developmental Studies 
Hybridoma Bank, 1:1000) followed by fluorescent secondary antibody.  NeuroTrace blue 
fluorescent Nissl (Invitrogen, 1:500 dilution) was added to the primary antibody solution 
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Figure 2.4 
Figure 2.4 - Automatic Analysis of Synaptic Puncta
(a) Composite image of PV (green) and VGluT2 (red). (b) Automatic thresholding of the green 
channel to create counting mask. (c) The red channel is segmented based on a intensity 
thresholding (median + 3*stdev). Limited counting of puncta within 1.25μm of PV cell perime-
ter.
a
b
c
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for counter-staining.  Sections were analyzed on a laser scanning confocal microscope 
(Olympus FluoView, FV1000) in multi-channel acquisition mode to avoid fluorescence 
cross-talk. Quantitative analyses were performed blind on a minimum of three mice per 
genotype.
 Mean pixel intensity (at 20x) of the PV signal in each field (1024x1024) was 
measured using MacBiophotonics ImageJ software (http://www.macbiophotonics.ca/
imagej/). PV+ cell area (at 100x) was determined in a plane through the center of the 
nucleus by manually outlining single cell bodies. The number of perisomatic synapses 
(at 100x) was determined on triple-stained images (PV, GAD65, DAPI). Presynaptic 
innervation was analyzed using the “particle analysis” function (ImageJ) with 0.05-10 
µm2 as the initial parameters. Pyramidal neurons were identified and traced in the DAPI 
channel by their typical morphology (triangular cell body). Data were expressed as 
number of PV-boutons per surface area.
Fos-GFP Single Eye Exposure
 MD was performed on the left eye of four Fos-GFP+ mice at P22. The mice were 
then placed in a dark sound chamber to decrease background Fos expression by 
decreasing light and sound exposure. After three days the mice were then exposed to a 
slow strobe light for 90 min. They were then immediately perfused and the brains fixed 
in paraformaldehyde. Before perfusion the sutures were double checked and 1 mouse 
was discarded for slight eye opening. After fixation the brains were blocked on the 
thalamocortical angle and thinly sliced (50 µm). GFP signal was enhanced with rabbit 
anti:GFP antibody 1:2000 (ab cam). After determining the boundaries for the various 
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regions, we used ImageJ “particle analysis” function with 0.5-10 µm2 as the initial 
parameters to measure the density of Fos labeled cells within each region.
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Chapter 3
Laminar Development and Functionality of Parvalbumin Cell Networks
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Introduction
 Although all inhibitory neurons were originally identified and collectively 
categorized by Ramón y Cajal as locally projecting, “short axon cells” based strictly on 
their morphology, they represent a diverse group. The emphasis on classifying inhibitory 
cells based on their axon projection remains relevant as it largely determines the cell’s 
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output, but inhibitory cells have further been grouped and sub-grouped based on 
molecular, functional characteristics and synaptic properties (Petilla Interneuron 
Nomenclature Group, 2008). These groupings prove useful not only as a framework to 
study and discuss groups of neurons, but also since specific interneuron subtypes have 
been implicated in the etiology of a variety of diseases from schizophrenia to autism 
(Marín 2012, Baroncelli et al. 2011). 
! The parvalbumin positive (PV+), fast spiking, large basket cells are an intriguing 
subtype of cells, not only because of their role in controlling the cortical output of 
excitatory cells (Atallah et al. 2012), but because of the implications in critical periods 
(Hensch 2005) and developmental disorders (Gogolla et al. 2010, Pizzarelli & Cherubini 
2011).   These cells are classified by their innervation of the soma and proximal dendrite 
of target neurons (Freund, 2003). Among their archetypical characteristics are their fast 
kinetics, including their intrinsic firing (high-frequency repetitive firing, brief spike half-
width and fast membrane time constants) and their synaptic outputs and receptors 
(Jonas et al., 2004). They innervate postsynaptic targets close to the site of action 
potential initiation: the soma, proximal dendrite or axon initial segment (Figure 3.1 b). 
! As a result they have been shown to provide strong inhibitory control over 
postsynaptic cell firing and provide feedforward inhibition and hence precise control or 
“gain” of neuronal output (Galarreta & Hestrin 2001b, Pouille & Scanziani, 2001, 
Beierlein et al. 2003, Atallah et al. 2012). Moreover, as PV+ basket cells are 
interconnected through both gap junctions and reciprocal connections (Gibson et al. 
1999, Galarreta & Hestrin 1999), and since their axons traverse multiple cortical 
columns, contacting a vast number postsynaptic cells, this interneuron subtype has the 
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Figure 3.1   
Figure 3.1 - Embryonic Sources and Subtypes of Interneurons
(a) Diagram of origins of interneurons. PV+ cells, (along with a few other subtypes) originate 
in the MGE (red) while other subtypes originate in the CGE. Interneurons undergo tangential 
migration (arrows) to arrive at the correct cortical area before undergoing radial migration 
(not shown) to arrive at the correct laminar position. (b) Differential laminar positioning and 
targeting of the post-synaptic cells of a subset of interneurons. (Adapted from Hensch 
2005). CCK, cholecystokinin expressing; Ch, chandelier cell; CRC, Cajal–Retzius cell; DB, 
double bouquet cell; M, Martinotti neuron; Ng, neurogliaform neuron; PV+, parvalbumin 
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capacity to synchronize the firing of large groups of neurons (Beierlein et al. 2000, 
Pouille & Scanziani 2001, Cardin et al. 2009).
! Excitatory cortical neurons are born in the ventricular and sub-ventricular zones 
of the developing brain, near their final destination (Kwan et al. 2012). They differentiate 
in the subplate then migrate a relatively short distance to their final laminar position in 
an inside out manner where layer 5 and 6 neurons are differentiated and positioned 
before the upper layer neurons. Unlike the excitatory neurons, inhibitory interneurons 
are born in distal parts of the brain either the medial or caudal ganglionic eminences 
(MGE or CGE) (Xu et al. 2004, Wonders and Anderson 2006). After differentiation from 
the progenitor cells, inhibitory neurons migrate tangentially to the correct cortical area 
(Figure 3.1 a) before they shift and migrate radially to the correct laminar position. 
Different subtypes of interneurons are born in the different regions. For example all the 
PV+ cells are born in the MGE then migrate throughout the cortex. Like the excitatory 
cells, inhibitory cells show an inside out pattern of generation. Early-born interneurons 
of the MGE end up in deep layers, while late-born interneurons occupy superficial layers 
of the mature cortex (Miyoshi et al. 2007). 
! A combination of molecular guidance cues and intrinsic cell-autonomous factors 
are required for the correct tangential and radial positioning of the interneurons (Batista-
Brito & Fishell 2009, Miyoshi & Fishell 2011). However, since inhibitory interneurons and 
excitatory neurons that are synchronously generated, pair-up preferentially (Fairén et al. 
1986) and the excitatory neurons arrive at their destination first, it is likely that cell-cell 
signaling is required, but the exact mechanisms are not fully understood. It is known 
that when the entire laminar circuitry of the cortex is disrupted such as in reeler mice, 
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the interneuron distribution is abnormal (Hevner et al. 2004). We asked what the effect 
of a substitution of a single subtype of excitatory neurons, the subcerebral projection 
neurons with callosally projecting neurons (Chen et al. 2005, Molyneaux et al. 2005), 
would have on interneuron radial migration. The overall cortical density and thickness is 
unchanged in these mice, so changes in interneuron lamination should be strictly due to 
missing cell-cell interactions. 
Results
Abnormal Laminar Distribution of Inhibitory Neurons in Fezf2–/– Mice
! Fezf2 is a transcription factor expressed in cortical progenitor neurons and is 
essential for the differentiation of layer 5 subcerebral projection neurons (Molyneaux et 
al. 2005). Fezf2-/- mice lack corticospinal neurons and instead have an expanded 
number of callosally projecting neurons. The overall cortical thickness is unchanged and 
the number of GABAergic interneurons is also unchanged (Figure 3.2 a-c). However the 
distribution of the GAD 67-positive interneurons was shifted to more superficial layers of 
the cortex (Figure 3.2 d-r). To quantify this, we divided the cortex into ten bins of equal 
size spanning the cortical thickness and calculated the percent of interneurons in each 
bin. Bins with reduced interneurons corresponded to layer 5 and the upper or superficial 
layers (2-4) had an increased percentage of interneurons in the Fezf2-/-  mice. 
! Despite the fact that cortical interneurons are heterogeneous and it is not 
currently possible to precisely associate specific interneuron subtypes with strict layer 
locations, it is known that early-born cells such as PV+ and somatostatin expressing 
interneurons preferentially populate the deep layers of the cortex (Butt et al., 2005; 
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Figure 3.2 - The Fezf2–/– Cortex Has Abnormal Radial Distribution of GABAergic Interneurons
(A, B) In situ hybridization for Gad67 in wild-type (A) and Fezf2-/- (B) cortex at P28 shows reduced numbers of 
interneurons in layer V and increased numbers in superficial layers of the Fezf2-/- cortex.(C) Total number of 
Gad67 interneurons is unchanged between wild-type and Fezf2-/- cortex.(D–R) Quantification of the layer distribu-
tion of Gad67 interneurons across motor (D–H), somatosensory (I–M), and visual (N–R) cortex. (D, E, I, J, N, O) 
Representative sections of wild-type and Fezf2-/- cortex. (F, K, P) Unbiased binned distribution of Gad67 interneu-
ron percentages shows decreased percentages in deep bins and increased percentages in superficial bins of the 
mutant. (G, L, Q) b-galactosidase immunocytochemistry in Fezf2+/- heterozygote mice demonstrates that layer V 
corresponds to bins 4–5 (in motor and somatosensory cortex) and bins 3–4 (in visual cortex). (H, M, R) Quantifica-
tion of interneurons within layers demonstrates a specific reduction in interneuron percentages in mutant layer V 
across all cortical areas and an increase in interneuron percentages in layers II/III-IV. All results are expressed as 
the mean ± SEM. *p < 0.01; **p < 0.005, t test. LV, lateral ventricle. Scale bars represent 500 mm (A, B) and 200 
mm (D, E, G, I, J, L, N, O, Q). For quantification of interneurons, anatomically matched sections were processed 
to detect Gad67 (n = 3 Fezf2-/-; n = 3 wild- type, eight to ten hemispheres per area, for each mouse at P28)
Figure 3.2  
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Figure 3.3   
Figure 3.3 - PV Interneuron Subtypes Are Reduced in Layer V and Increased in 
Superficial Layers of the Fezf2–/– Cortex
(a, b) In situ hybridization for PV in wild-type and Fezf2-/- somatosensory cortex at P28 show reduction 
of both interneuron populations in layer V and increase in superficial layers. (c) Total number of PV 
interneurons is unchanged between wild-type and Fezf2-/- cortex. (d) Unbiased binned distribution of 
PV interneuron percentages shows decreased numbers in deep bins and increased numbers in super-
ficial bins of the mutant. (e) b-galactosidase immunocytochemistry in Fezf2+/- heterozygote mice high-
lights layer V in bins 4–5. (f) Quantification of PV interneurons within layers demonstrates a reduction 
in the percentages of interneuronal subpopulations in mutant layer V and an increase in layers II/III–IV. 
All results are expressed as the mean ± SEM. **p < 0.005, t test. LV, lateral ventricle; str, striatum; cc, 
corpus callosum. Scale bars represent 500 mm (a,b) and 100 mm (e). For quantification of interneu-
rons, anatomically matched sections were processed to detect  PV, (n = 3 Fezf2-/-; n = 3 wild- type, 
eight to ten hemispheres per area, for each mouse at P28). Boxes of 300 pixels in width and spanning 
the thickness of the cortex were superim- posed at matched locations on each section and divided into 
ten equally sized bins. Interneurons were quantified in each bin, and bin-distribution was defined as the 
percentage of interneurons in each bin relative to the total number of interneurons.
a b c
d e f
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Cobos et al., 2006; Fogarty et al., 2007), while mostly late-born, calretinin expressing 
interneurons are present in higher numbers in the superficial layers (Miyoshi et al. 2011, 
Nery et al. 2002; Xu et al., 2004). The overall number of PV+ neurons was unchanged, 
but again the distribution was shifted to the upper layers (Figure 3.4). Calretinin 
expressing interneurons were not affected (Lodato et al. 2011). Thus, the absence of 
subcerebral projection neurons exerts selective control over interneuronal populations 
that normally occupy the same deep layers of the cortex.
Fezf2–/– Mice Exhibit Unbalanced Cortical Activity due to Defective GABAergic 
Inhibition
! To determine whether the observed changes in interneuron distribution result in 
unbalanced cortical activity and physiology, we used voltage-sensitive dye imaging 
(VSDI) (Grinvald & Hildesheim 2004) to examine spatiotemporal dynamics of functional 
connections in the Fezf2-/- mice. VSDI is uniquely suited to this question as it provides a 
readout of the entire laminar structure of a cortical slice. We tested the local excitatory-
inhibitory circuit of the visual cortex. The spread of activity through coronal slices of the 
visual cortex in response to a current pulse delivered to the white matter was quantified. 
The stimulating electrode was placed within the white matter tract in the middle of V1, 
consistently targeting the base of the triangle of the white matter as it condenses. As 
expected, wild-type and heterozygous Fezf2+/- mice exhibited a strong response that 
propagated rapidly to the upper layers ‘‘on beam’’ with the stimulating electrode, 
spreading only weakly along the deep layers even at threshold stimulating strengths 
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Figure 3.4  
Figure 3.4 - Spread of Neuronal Activity Is Restricted to the Deep Layers in Fezf2−/− Cortex
(a) Schematic of recording area (red box) indicating the position of the stimulating electrode in the white 
matter (WM).(b,c) Pseudocolor peak response frames from VSDI movies of wild-type (b) and Fezf2−/− 
(c) slices 15 ms after the stimulus (arrowhead) stimulating at half maximal response, showing that 
wild-type mice exhibit a strong stimulus response that propagates rapidly to the upper layers (b), 
whereas the response in Fezf2−/− slices rarely reaches the upper layers, remaining largely confined to 
the lower layers (c). Black and white squares indicate quantified regions of interest in the upper (UL) 
and lower layers (LL), respectively. Scale bars represent 250 μm.(d,f) Stimulus response curve in the 
regions of interest for upper (d) and lower (f) layers.(e,g) Response at half max. All results are 
expressed as the mean ± SEM. *** p < 0.001, t test. 1-2 slices per animal n=16 WT/Het, n=11 Fezf2-/-
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(Figure 3.4 b). In contrast, the response in Fezf2-/- slices at threshold rarely reached the 
upper layers and remained largely confined to the lower layers (Figure 3.4c).
! Maximum fluorescence intensity was quantified within two 125 x 125 mm2 
regions on-beam with the stimulating electrode, one in upper layers (Figures 3.4 b,c; 
black box) and one in lower layers (Figures 3.4 b,c; white box). Input-output curves 
revealed an increase in upper-layer response with increasing stimulus intensity; 
however, the response failed to reach wild-type levels in the upper layers of Fezf2-/- 
mice across all stimuli (Figure 3.4 d). Conversely, lower layer responses were 
consistently stronger in Fezf2 -/- mice compared to wild-type (Figure 3.4 f). These 
differences were significant for both upper and lower layers at half-maximal stimulation 
(Figures 3.4 e,g). 
! These findings are consistent with a shifting of PV+ and other inhibitory neurons 
to the upper layers. The inhibitory neurons act like a functional ”gate” to prevent the 
spread of the excitatory signal. Notably, the microcircuit architecture for PV+ 
interneurons, and probably neocortical inhibition in general, is an unspecific, densely 
homogenous matrix covering all nearby pyramidal cells (Packer & Yuste 2011). The 
physiological imbalance of excitation across cortical layers in Fezf2 -/- cortex may be 
explained by abnormal excitatory networks, altered inhibitory GABAergic interneurons, 
or both. To distinguish among these possibilities in the rewired Fezf2 brain, we 
performed VSDI measurements in the presence of the GABAA receptor antagonist 
bicuculline. Strikingly, the laminar differences between genotypes were eliminated under 
these conditions (Figure 3.5), indicating that the excitatory network scaffold is intact in 
the Fezf2-/- mutant cortex. 
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Figure 3.5   
Figure 3.5 - GABA blockade Eliminates Laminar Functional Differences
(a,b) Snapshots from representative VSDI video of the half maximal stimulation response 10 
min after bicuculline application from wildtype (a) and Fezf2 (b) slices. Frames every 5 ms on 
the top row and every 20 ms on the bottom row of each. Tested 5 animals per genotype. Scale 
bar: 250 μm
a
b
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20 ms 40 ms 60 ms 80 ms
0 ms 5 ms 10 ms 15 ms
20 ms 40 ms 60 ms 80 ms
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! Taken together, an increased GABAergic tone in the superficial layers of the 
mutant cortex (without defects in excitatory network function) provides physiological 
support for our histological findings that interneuron numbers are reduced in layer V and 
increased in upper layers II/III-IV of the Fezf2-/- cortex which causes signal propagation 
defects in the knockout mice.
Mecp2
! Having established a protocol for testing for laminar inhibitory dysfunction, we 
asked if we could also detect more subtle inhibitory impairment. Mutations in Mecp2, a 
transcriptional regulator, causes Rett syndrome and other developmental disorders 
(Chahrour & Zoghbi 2007). Mecp2 is a critical regulator of inhibitory neurons, as 
selective deletion of Mecp2 in GABAergic neurons alone recapitulates many of the 
cognitive deficits of the global deletion and the disorder (Chao et al. 2010). We have 
found that Mecp2 loss causes a sharp regression in mouse visual acuity after an initial 
normal development. We have found early changes in the cortical PV circuitry that 
accounts for this visual deficit.
! We used high resolution confocal microscopy to study the GABAergic, and 
specifically PV+ synapses, of the visual circuit. We found that there was an increase in 
the number of PV+ puncta around the soma of pyramidal cells (Figure 3.6 a,b). This PV+ 
cell hyper-connectivity was present and maintained throughout development and into 
adulthood (Figure 3.6 c). The hyper-connectivity of PV+ neurons results in a progressive 
compensation in functional PV+ synapses. Although the GAD65 content was normal in 
Mecp2 KO mice right after eye opening (P15), which coincides with the onset of PV+ 
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Figure 3.6 - Increased PV Expression causes a Developmental Decrease in GABA signaling and Impaired 
Circuit Function at P25 in Mecp2 KO Mice
(a,b) PV-immunofluorescence is elevated already at P15 in Mecp2 KO animals (3 mice each, P<0.01) and this 
difference persists into adulthood. (c) The density of perisomatic PV-boutons upon pyramidal cell somata is signifi-
cantly increased in the absence of Mecp2 starting already at P15 and throughout life (3-4 mice each, vs. WT; * 
P<0.01, ** P<0.001, Mann-Whitney test). WT mice also exhibit a significant increase in PV-puncta across develop-
ment (3-4 mice each, P<0.01).(d) The level of GAD65 within PV puncta is significantly decreased only after P30 in 
Mecp2 KO mice compared to WT (3-4 mice each, vs. WT; * P<0.01, ** P<0.001, Mann-Whitney test).(e) Pseu-
do-color peak response frames from VSDI movies of wild-type slice at half max stimulation 15 ms after the stimulus 
(arrowhead), showing that wild-type mice exhibit a strong stimulus response that propagates rapidly to the upper 
layers whereas the response in Mecp2 KO slices did not propagate to the upper layers as strongly, especially near 
threshold (not shown). Black and white squares indicate quantified regions of interest in the upper (UL) and lower 
layers (LL), respectively. Scale bars represent 250 μm. (f, g) Quantification of threshold response of upper layers 
(f) and lower layers (g). Student t test.  *** P<0.001 (h) Ratio of upper layer response/lower layer response for 
entire stimulus range. ** 1 way ANOVA.  2 Slices per animal wildtype n=6, KO n=7. 
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expression in fast-spiking interneurons, the level of GAD65 positive PV+ puncta was 
substantially less at P30 and P60 in the KO mice (Figure 3.6 b,d).
! VSDI of coronal visual slices confirmed the increased activity of the PV circuit. 
We found near the lowest (threshold) stimulating currents which evoke a response the 
upper layer activation in Mecp2 KO mice was lower than wildtype (Figure 3.6 f,g). As  
PV+ cells are directly innnervated by thalamocortical fibers (Gibson et al. 1999, Beierlein 
et al. 2003, Cruikshank et al. 2007), their hyper-connectivity at threshold “gates” the 
stimulus propagation into upper layers (Atallah et al. 2012). Increasing the stimulating 
current caused the ratio between upper and lower layer response to approach control 
levels as the excitatory drive began to recruit (presumably PV+ cell) inhibition in the 
wildtype as well (Figure 3.6 h).
Summary
! We have found that proper PV+ neuron positioning and synaptogenesis is critical 
for maintaing proper signal propagation as well as excitatory/inhibitory balance. Since 
PV+ cells target the soma, they act as a gate for the output of the cell. If there is an 
imbalance in the number of PV+ synapses in the upper layers, either due to disrupted 
migration or enhanced synaptogenesis, the output of the excitatory network is altered 
and the excitatory/inhibitory balance is disrupted. This disruption may lead to seizures, 
as has been observed in the Fezf2-/- mice, or autism spectrum disorders such as Rett 
syndrome caused by Mecp2 deletion.
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Chapter 4
Optimizing the Visual Thalamocortical Slice
Introduction
 The thalamus is the primary source of visual information to the cortex. Visual 
information arrives first in the photoreceptors of the eye, is transmitted along the retinal 
ganglion cell axons to the thalamus where the relay cells of the LGN (visual thalamus) 
then transmit the information to the cortex. Thalamocortical (TC) afferents arborize 
extensively in layer 4, synapsing onto both excitatory and inhibitory cells and providing 
the first layer of cortical processing. Thus, it is desirable to isolate this synapse in a 
reliable acute visual TC slice to functionally dissect its integral role in the visual circuit 
and sensory processing.
  The thalamus sends migrating axons to the visual cortex very early during 
development. These fibers play an important role in the patterning of the cortex 
(Huberman 2007). By embryonic day 12 (E12) of the mouse, axons are already 
migrating out from the thalamus, arrive at the cortical subplate by E15 and terminate in 
layer 4 by birth (Auladell et al 2000, Molnar & Blakemore 1995). The establishment and 
refinement of retinotoptic maps is driven by two factors: molecular gradients and 
coordinated neuronal activity (McLaughlin & O’Leary 2005). Both spontaneous and 
patterned activity propagated along the TC fibers is necessary for the anatomical and 
functional refinement of visual circuits and receptive field properties including refinement 
of ocular dominance columns and binocular receptive fields (Crair et al 1998, Huberman 
et al 2008). 
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 TC afferents play a critical role not only in cortical specification, but also in cortical 
plasticity. The rapid functional shift in response favoring the open eye after MD is 
followed by anatomical rewiring. Much of this rewiring is the reconfiguration of the TC 
arbors. The cortical territory innervated by thalamic afferents of the deprived eye shrinks 
in higher mammals. The familiar autoradiographs depicting a shift in ocular dominance 
“columns” are the physical readout of thalamic terminals in layer 4 (Figure 1.1 a) (Hubel 
et al. 1977). Although mice lack ocular dominance columns, the anatomical changes 
apparent in the cat and monkey also occur there. Extended MD in mice causes an initial 
shift in the in vivo functional response and synaptic anatomy (Mataga et al. 2004) 
followed by an expansion of the TC fibers driven by the open eye and stunted growth of 
TC fibers serving the deprived eye (Antonini et al. 1999).It is not known what is the 
exact sequence of synaptic plasticity that precedes the anatomical shift. 
 Acute TC slice preparations of both somatosensory and auditory cortex have been 
widely used for well over a decade (Agmon & Connors 1991, Metherate &Cruikshank 
1999, Cruikshank et al. 2002). They have provided numerous insights into the nature of 
TC connections (Rose & Metherate 2005), the properties of cortical neurons targeted by 
TC afferents (Metherate & Aramakis 1999), differences between intracortical and 
thalamocortical transmission (Gil et al. 1997, Gil et al. 1999, Lee and Sherman 2008) 
and mechanisms of synaptic plasticity (Feldman et al. 1999). They have revealed local 
inhibitory processing and circuit dynamics (Cruikshank et al. 2007, Gabernet et al. 
2005), as well as offered a basis for understanding the mechanisms of cortical map 
plasticity (Barkat et al 2011). In addition, they also provide a basis for comparison 
across sensory modalities. Individual synaptic properties and plasticity may be uniform 
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for TC synapses, while others may be modality or developmental stage-specific. With a 
rich history of study in the visual system, and an increased interest in using the mouse 
to study visual processing and plasticity, a visual TC slice will serve multiple purposes. 
 Previous work by McLean et al. (2005) and unpublished work by our lab have 
provided a basis for a visual TC slice. However, elaboration of the slice protocol to 
achieve a consistently connected slice at a variety of ages and a careful dissection of 
the anatomical features of the slice are required before addressing questions about 
basic functional synaptic connectivity and the role of the TC synapse in development 
and plasticity of the visual circuit. 
Results
Anatomical Connection of the Visual Thalamocortical Slice
 The circuitous trajectory of the TC fibers from the LGN to the cortex has been 
difficult to isolate in an easy slice prep. Previous work by MacLean et al. (2005) and 
unpublished work by our lab suggested that a pseudo-coronal slice at 55°, at P20, 
would contain the primary visual cortex (V1), the LGN and the connecting fibers (Figure 
4.1 a-c). We designed a mold to create agar wedges onto which we could glue the 
brain. The agar would position the brain so that the anterior pointed up and angled so 
the vibratome blade cut at 55° (Figure 4.1 d).  The agar wedge would also provide 
support for the brain and prevent compression of the long TC fibers, should the brain 
flex during cutting. To confirm the anatomical connections, we made in vivo injections of 
a retrograde tracer into the visual cortex, waited 2 days, then made acute TC slices 
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Figure 4.1 Anatomical Connections and Slice Configuration of Visual TC Slice
(a) Diagram after Paxinos Atlas showing location of LGN and V1 approximately 2mm 
lateral demonstrating the plane of . Inset shows approximate location of monocular V1 
(light blue) and binocular V1 (dark blue) in the 3D mouse brain. (b) Diagram of visual 
TC slice. (c) Retrograde tracer injection into V1 demonstrating anatomical connection 
to LGN within the thalamocortical slice.  (d) Visual TC Slice set up demonstrating agar 
mold and cutting angle. Arrowhead represents vibratome blade. Scale bars = 500nm.  
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using the mold. Visualization of the LGN and fibers as well as the injection site 
confirmed the connection using the agar to hold the brain at 55° (Figure 2.1 d). 
Functional Connection
 We next used voltage-sensitive dye imaging (VSDI) and field recordings to confirm 
the functional connection (Figure 4.2 a). Although we could record AMPA mediated local 
field potentials (Figure 4.2 b,c) in slices varying from 350-600 µm thick, we needed to 
optimize the slice thickness and other parameters so that consistently connected slices 
could be cut every time. Given our previous experience using VSDI to examine local 
cortical circuitry (Chapter 3), we determined that this technique was ideally suited to 
view the response of the entire visual cortical area of the slice and thus a single 
recording location would not miss our survey of “hot spots.” We could then focus on 
varying the slicing parameters until we found a consistent protocol. 
 We determined that a 500 µm slice gave consistent connections and would still 
allow for DIC and fluorescence imaging of single cells. We found, perhaps due to the 
nature of the TC fibers projecting backwards, that a greater response was found on the 
posterior/caudal surface of the slice than on the anterior/rostral surface. Moreover, we 
found that one of the most important parameters was which slice to select, or rather with 
a slice 500 µm thick, when to begin slicing. We found that there is only one connected 
slice per hemisphere. Using the disjoining of the corpus callosum or the splaying of the 
white matter as an anatomical marker (Figure 4.2 d) we determined that a slice 
beginning ~350 µm after the disjoining to be optimal for a connected slice at P20.
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Figure 3.2 
Figure 4.2 - Functional Connection of the Visual TC Slice
(a) Snapshots from pseudocolor VSDI movie from 1 ms before stimulation through cortical response, 1 
ms between frames. Red arrow in the second frame indicates location and time of stimulus. (b) Average 
layer 4 field recording around half maximal stimulus from a connected TC slice (5-10 min into the exper-
iment). (c) Peak amplitude from field recording plotted across entire experiment. (d) Diagram of the 
disjoining of the corpus callosum (red arrowhead) right before (left) and immediately after the separa-
tion (~100 μm posterior).
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 The mouse visual system and the entire brain undergo rapid post-natal 
development. Eyes do not open until P13-14 and the entire brain grows four-fold larger 
in the first 4 weeks. Even so, by birth the TC neurons are arborizing within the cortex 
(Auladell et al. 2000) and the brain has reached almost a mature volume by P14 
(Chuang et al., 2011). Thus, only minor adjustments to the slice prep make it possible to 
record from connected slices from mice aged P14-35. As the myelination of the white 
matter is weak at early ages, we found that a larger gap (~450 µm) after the apparent 
disjoining of the corpus callosum is optimal for young mice aged P14-16. We did not 
attempt younger mice, before eye opening. 
 In slightly older mice, >P25, simply changing the slice depth did not solve the 
connectivity issues. Again using VSDI, we slightly varied the cutting angle between 40° 
and 65° and found that a slightly shallower angle of 50° worked better. This could be 
achieved by trimming the agar block on the bottom by 5°, slightly tipping the slicing 
platform or by slightly angling the brain down when glueing. Additionally an interval of 
~250 µm after the disjoining of the corpus callosum was optimal in animals >P25. These 
changes increased the probability of obtaining a connected slice but did not qualitatively 
change the response. Despite the fact that the slice is symmetric through both 
hemispheres, occasionally in older animals, only one hemisphere was connected. This 
could be due to slight twisting during the glueing process, but with meticulous attention 
and repetition, we could ensure a connected left hemisphere in >90% of the animals 
aged P16-27. In older animals, perhaps due in part to the decrease in slice viability, the 
connection rate fell to around 33% in animals P30-35. 
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Stimulation Location
 Cortical VSDI responses could be generated with a bipolar electrode stimulating 
either within the LGN or the fibers exiting the LGN (Figure 4.4 a). Within the LGN, 
cortical responses were generated when the electrode was placed in the center or 
lateral edge. Placing the electrode on the medial edge either did not produce a cortical 
response or produced weaker responses. Strong stimulating pulses (0.5-1.0 pA) were 
used to test for connectivity and no obvious changes in VSDI response area were 
apparent with moderate displacement of the stimulating electrode. 
Anatomical Features of the Visual Thalamocortical Slice
 The mouse visual system is somewhat simplified; it displays retinotopy yet lacks 
the hyper-columns present in higher mammals (Hübener, 2003). Although the mouse 
primary visual cortex predominantly responds to input from the contralateral eye, there 
is a region of V1 lateral to the monocular zone (V1m) that continues retinotopic space 
and contains neurons that respond to stimuli presented to both eyes. It is cells within 
this binocular region (V1b) that undergo a response shift after monocular deprivation 
during the critical period (Antonini et al. 1999). The mouse LGN is likewise dominated 
by inputs from the contralateral eye but there is a small area of cells receiving input from 
the ipsilateral eye. V1b receives input from both the contralateral and ipsilateral regions 
of the LGN. Thus, there is a simple yet defined ocularity for the mouse visual system. 
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Figure 4.3 - Cortical Anatomy of Visual TC Slice
(a) Fos expression in visual cortex after light exposure to the ipsilateral eye. Scale bar 250 μ
m. (b) Fos expression in contralateral cortex. (c) Paxinos atlas at Interaural 0.0. Scale bar 250 
μm. (d) Cortical boundaries of visual TC slice. (e,f) Quantification of Fos positive cells from (e) 
ipsilateral and (g) contralateral sides (n =9). (f) Diagram of experiment, ipsilateral/contralateral 
to light exposure. Values are mean ± SEM. Statistics: 1way ANOVA, Tukey post-hoc test. 
*P<0.05, **P<0.01, ***P<0.001
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 Although VSDI showed the location in V1 that responded to stimulation of the LGN 
(Figure 4.2a), we sought to better understand the anatomy and ocularity of the visual 
TC slice. We assayed Fos expression after light exposure to one eye to locate cortical 
cells that were excited by light stimuli to that eye, using Fos-EGFP mice. Examining 
three slices per animal, 200 µm apart and spanning the functionally connected slice, we 
saw a striking difference between the cortical response of the hemisphere ipsilateral to 
the open eye and the contralateral side (Figure 4.3 a,b). There is an obvious decrease 
in layer 4 activation of Fos in the hemisphere ipsilateral to the light exposure. Since the 
signal is lower in this ipsilateral hemisphere, it is possible to detect a region, slightly 
larger than 0.5 mm wide with increased Fos expression corresponding to V1b.
 After examining the ipsilateral TC slices spanning the functionally connected slice 
we were able to compile some anatomical guidelines for the boundaries in visual cortex 
(Figure 4.3 c). Our guidelines align with “The Mouse Brain…” atlas (Paxinos and 
Franklin 2001), specifically the coronal diagrams around Interaural 0.00 (Figure 4.3 d), 
which corresponds well to the position of layer 4 in our slice when calculating the angle 
and distance back from the ending of the corpus callosum in the atlas. V1m extends 
from the horn or peak of the white matter triangle going laterally to the angle where the 
white matter triangle collapses down to the tract. V1b is located lateral to V1m and is 
approximately 0.5mm wide, ending at the arch of the hippocampus. V2 and later visual 
areas are lateral to V1. 
 Using these guidelines we quantified the density of layer 4 Fos activation in both 
the ipsilateral hemisphere that we used for establishing the boundaries and the 
contralateral side, where expression differences are less obvious. Using an automated 
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Figure 4.4  - Separated Ipsi and Contralateral Areas and Location in TC slice 
LGN
(a) Diagram of stimulation electrode placement in TC LGN (solid red line) or in fiber bundle 
(dotted line). (b) Diagram of cholera toxin experiment. Right eye injected with red- and left eye 
injected with green-conjugated cholera toxin. (c) Cholera toxin eye injections showing termi-
nals in LGN. Scale bar 250 μm. (d) Quantification of initial experiments stimulating either fiber 
tract or LGN needed to elicit single fiber EPSC. Values are mean ± SEM. Statistics: 
Mann-Whitney test. * P<0.05.
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particle count, compared to the corresponding monocular zone, the ipsilateral binocular 
zone had a significantly higher density of Fos-positive cells (Figure 4.3 e); whereas, the 
contralateral binocular zone had a significantly lower density (Figure 4.3 f), thus 
confirming our regions. The small area we labeled V2 had an intermediate density in 
both hemispheres reflecting either a different proportion of binocular cells, different 
activation of Fos or known differences in cell density (Antonini et al. 1999). 
 Although the cortical anatomy of the TC slice was very similar to a coronal slice, 
we could not be sure that the anatomy of the small LGN would also line up. We found 
Fos expression in the LGN to be weak so we used eye injected tracers to define the 
contralateral and ipsilateral regions within the LGN (Figure 4.4 b,c). We found an 
ipsilateral patch surrounded by the contralateral fibers. This is similar to previously 
published images of coronal slices (Jaubert-Miazza et al. 2005, Hong & Chen 2011). 
This patch lies near the medial edge and is within the area of the LGN that produces a 
robust VSDI cortical response when stimulated at low intensity. 
Thalamocortical Synaptic Input onto Individual Cells
 Having verified the anatomy and connectivity of the visual TC slice, we sought to 
examine the synaptic currents elicited by individual TC fibers. We used whole-cell 
electrophysiology and low stimulating intensities to examine excitatory post-synaptic 
currents (EPSCs) of single fiber inputs (Hook & Chen 2006) onto cortical cells.
We targeted layer 4 cells within the middle 100 µm of V1b for our recordings. The 
majority, but not every cell within V1b was connected in each slice (Figure 4.5 a). 
Specifically targeting cells in V1m elicited an occasional connection, which could 
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Figure 4.5 
Figure 4.5 - Location of Recorded Cells
(a) Diagram of patched cells centered on V1b. Triangles represent pyramidal cells, circles PV 
GFP positive cells. Green indicates monosynaptic connection, yellow indicates a non-mono-
synaptic connection and red was not connected. Scale bar  500 μm. (b) Biocytin fill of 
connected cell. Scale bar 250 μm. (c) Patch pipette location of connected cell. Scale bar  250 
μm. 
a
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potentially be improved by moving the stimulating electrode away from the ipsilateral 
patch in the LGN. Cells in V2 not only had a different laminar structure (Wagor et al. 
1980), but they were also not connected in 3 tested cells. Location of recorded cells was 
confirmed by aligning either the location of the biocytin filled cell after recording and 
staining or by location of the recording electrode tip (Figure 4.5 b,c).
 TC EPSCs in layer 4 of binocular V1 could be elicited by placing the stimulating 
electrode either within the fiber bundle leaving the LGN or within the LGN adjacent to 
the medial edge, in or near the patch of fibers coming from the ipsilateral eye (Figure 
4.4 a). The stimulating current needed to produce a single fiber EPSC when stimulating 
the LGN cell bodies was significantly less than that of stimulating the fiber bundle 
(Figure 4.4 d), reflecting the significant difference in somatic vs. axonal action potential 
threshold.  
 We used onset latency, jitter and short term synaptic plasticity to qualify an EPSC 
as a monosynaptic TC synapse. Like the somatosensory TC synapse (Gil et al. 1999, 
Beierlein et al. 2003), the visual TC synapse displays paired-pulse depression 
(Boudreau et al 2005). We used a pair of stimulation pulses 40 ms apart to classify the 
short term plasticity of the synapse. Poly-synaptic intracortical synapses could 
occasionally be detected and displayed facilitation (Figure 4.6 a), thus we could discard 
any synapse showing facilitation.
 While the short term plasticity is a quick method for discarding some synapses, we 
used onset latency and jitter as criteria for a monosynaptic TC synapse. Figure 4.6 c 
shows a subset of EPSC onset delays from our initial recordings. It displays a bimodal 
distribution, and from these initial experiments, we established a 9 ms cut off for 
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Figure 4.6
Figure 4.6 - TC Monosynaptic Criteria 
(a) Single EPSC showing depressing TC current (black arrow head) followed by facilitating 
intracortical current (red arrow head). Scale bars: 5 ms, 50 pA. (b) 5 TC EPSCs showing 
late, poly-synaptic activity. Stimulus = 0.1pA. (c) Subset of single fiber onset delays. (d) 10 
individual sweeps from layer 4 pyramidal cell with jitter under 0.3 ms. (e) 8 individual sweeps 
from a layer 4 inhibitory neuron with jitter under 0.2 ms. Both d and e are monosynaptic, 
single-fiber  TC EPSCs with low jitter. Scale bars:  1 ms, 50 pA.
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recordings at room temperature. If a connection could not be found with an onset delay 
under 9 ms, that cell was classified as not monosynaptically connected in that slice, and 
we moved on to the next cell. In addition to being a fast synapse, the TC synapse in 
other systems has been demonstrated to be precise (Rose & Metherate 2005). We 
examined individual traces at a single stimulation intensity, measuring the jitter in onset 
latency (Figure 4.6 d,e). We measured the standard deviation to ~10% of peak and 
accepted cells with a standard deviation value < 0.5 ms. TC connections in the slice 
could initiate poly synaptic activity as well, if a clean monosynaptic trace was not 
isolated from other currents within 3 ms of the TC EPSC peak, that cell was not used for 
analysis. 
 We could frequently generate late, poly-synaptic activity within the slice after 
stimulating the LGN (Figure 4.6 b). The late poly-synaptic activity was more easily 
detected at high stimulating strengths, but could be ocasionally detected at the single-
fiber stimulating strength. The time course of this late poly-synaptic activity occurred 
50-250 ms after the first stimulation and was variable. The example in Figure 4.6b is at 
a single stimulating strength but produces highly variable poly-synaptic activity. The 
kinetics of this poly-synaptic activity was much slower than the monosynaptic response. 
Both the rise and decay of the responses were slower. The late poly-synaptic response 
could be eliminated after blocking AMPA receptors with NBQX. Although we focused 
and optimized our recording condtions on the monosynaptic single-fiber responses, it 
would be possible to study other aspects of the fully connected visual TC slice.
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Summary
 We have established a slicing protocol, verified the anatomy, and determined 
criteria for a monosynaptic connection in a visual TC slice. The ability to activate and 
isolate the TC synapse in vitro offers 2 major advantages: 1) precise physiological and 
pharmacological access to the fundamental cortical synapse in a genetically tractable 
animal model, and 2) the ability to stimulate this input in a more naturalistic or 
anatomical manner, allowing insight to receptive field construction, cortical connectivity, 
and plasticity after direct stimulation of the LGN. 
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Chapter 5
Intrinsic and Synaptic Development of Layer 4 Cells in Visual Cortex
Introduction
 Cortical circuits are shaped by balanced excitatory/inhibitory transmission. In layer 
4 of visual cortex both the excitatory pyramidal cells and inhibitory parvalbumin positive 
(PV+) cells are innervated by the thalamus. Layer 4 receives and performs the initial 
processing of afferent input before relaying the information on to other cortical layers. 
Thus, the functional and synaptic development of layer 4 cells is critical for initial 
sensory cortical development. 
 GABAergic inhibition in general, and PV+  neuron differentiation in particular, 
display delayed development after birth. Although the prototypic PV+ interneurons from 
the medial ganglionic eminence are present in the mouse visual cortex by birth, they do 
not express the calcium binding protein parvalbumin or the voltage-gated potassium 
channel Kv3.1 until the second post natal week, around eye opening (Gonchar et al. 
2007). Both of these molecules are believed to be essential for the interneuron’s fast 
spiking abilities.  
 In the visual cortex there are a number of determinants for the transition of 
immature PV+ cells to fast spiking cells. Dark rearing decreases GABA transmission 
(Morales et al. 2002) whereas over expression of the growth factor BDNF accelerates 
the growth and arborization of PV+ cells in visual cortex (Huang et al. 1999). Postnatal 
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development enhances the inhibitory transmission and adjusts the excitatory/inhibitory 
balance that is requisite for the initiation of ocular dominance critical period (Hensch 
2004).  Inhibition triggers plasticity through α1 containing GABAA receptors which are 
targeted by PV+ cells and these peri-somatic GABAA receptors are optimally regulated 
during the critical period (Katagiri et al. 2007). 
 In addition to the conditions and factors needed for the initial maturation of PV+ 
cells, other factors are needed for further maturation and continual maintenance. PV+ 
cells are preferentially surrounded by chondroitin sulfate poteoglycan (CSPG) rich 
perineuronal nets (PNNs). The PNNs are weakly present during the critical period and 
increase into adulthood. They act as a plasticity brake and to reactivate ocular 
dominance plasticity in adult mice, application of chondrotinases to destroy the PNNs 
allows ocular dominance plasticity in adult mice, and reopens the critical period 
(Pizzorusso et al., 2002).
  The homeoprotein Otx2 has been found to be an essential transcription factor 
for the initiation of the ocular dominance critical period and it is also crucial for the 
maturation of PV+ cells (Sugiyama et al., 2008). Targeted knockout of Otx2 from non-
GABAergic cells decreases PV expression and PNNs whereas precocious infusion of 
Otx2 enhances PV expression while prematurely opening and closing the critical period 
(Sugiyama et al. 2008). Otx2 is not cell-autonomously synthesized but selectively 
transferred to the PV+ cells. Even the exogenous infusion of Otx2 is captured by PV+ 
cells. This suggests that there is a specific binding site that recognizes PV+ cells. 
 Beurdeley et al. (2012) found an RK binding motif in the Otx2 protein that has a 
high affinity for the the glycosaminoglycan (GAG) side chains of CSPGs. Cortical 
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infusion of a small peptide mimicking this RK binding motif blocks the transfer of 
endogenous Otx2 in vivo and reopens the ocular dominance critical period. Thus, there 
is an initial permissive level of Otx2 and/or PV+ cell maturity that is required for critical 
period initiation and a critical threshold of Otx2 within PV+ cells that prevents plasticity. 
We tested how the level of the transcription factor relates to the functional maturity or 
input of the PV+ cells in addition to mapping the intrinsic and synaptic functional 
maturation of both excitatory and inhibitory layer 4 cells. 
Results
TC Synapse onto Pyramidal and PV+ Cells
 Layer 4 cells of visual cortex receive the primary sensory input from the thalamus 
and are the first step of cortical processing. Both excitatory pyramidal and inhibitory PV+ 
cells are strongly innervated by the thalamocortical (TC) synapse (Gibson et al. 1999, 
Beierlein et al. 2003, Cruikshank et al. 2007). For targeted recordings from PV+ cells we 
made use of a transgenic line of mice that expresses green fluorescent protein (GFP) 
under the parvalbumin promotor (Meyer et al., 2002). We aimed to record basket cells 
and targeted the large, round or multi-polar fluorescent cells with a minimal membrane 
capacitance of 35 pF. The excitatory, non-fluorescent pyramidal cells were targeted by 
their large membrane capacitance (>50 pF) and oblong or tear drop shape.
 Previously it had not been possible to functionally isolate this primary synapse, 
the TC synapse in the visual cortex, but with our visual TC slicing technique we sought 
to compare this synapse onto layer 4 pyramidal and PV+ cells of the visual cortex 
(Figure 5.1). During the peak of the critical period for ocular dominance (P24-27), we 
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Figure 5.1 - Single fiber TC inputs onto Pyramidal and PV+ cells
(a,b) Example traces of single fiber TC EPSCs onto (a) pyramidal and (b) PV+ cells. P24-27. 
ISI 40 ms. Scale bar 10 ms, 50 pA.(c) Top IR/DIC pictures of pyramidal cell (left) and PV cell 
(right). Bottom left diagram of recording and stimulus locations within the TC Slice. Bottom 
GFP picture of PV+ cell. (d) TC Synapse onto PV+ cells has a quicker onset than onto pyrami-
dal cells. (e) Jitter measured as the standard deviation of onset delay measured at ~10% of 
peak. (f) Mean AMPA amplitude is larger in PV cells than pyramidal cells. (g) Smaller 
paired-pulse ratio indicates higher release probability onto PV+ cells. (h) Decay constant of TC 
EPSC. (i) Stimulation strength of single fiber input. Bars at mean ± SEM. (d,e) t test. (f-h) 
Mann Whitney test *P<0.05. **P<0.01 ****P<0.0001
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found strong, quick TC currents in both cell types but the connection to PV+ cells was 
faster (Figure 5.1d) and had less jitter (Figure 5.1e). We did not find a difference in the 
amount of current needed to stimulate a single fiber (Figure 5.1i), but the recordings of 
pyramidal and PV+ cells were not simultaneous so no conclusions could be drawn from 
this consistency. 
 The TC synaptic strength onto the PV+ cells was much stronger than onto 
pyramidal cells (Figure 5.1f). The three fold larger single fiber current was accompanied 
by a smaller paired pulse ratio (PPR) (Figure 5.1g). The synapse onto both cell types 
displayed short term depression. Short term depression in synapses with a high 
probability of release occurs because of a decrease in the readily releasable pool of 
vesicles at the post-synaptic terminal after high frequency stimulation; there are simply 
fewer vesicles to release after the second stimulation. The small PPR of PV+ neurons 
indicated that there is a higher probability of release of the TC fibers onto PV+ cells over 
pyramidal cells.
 The differences in the decay constant of the EPSCs (Figure 5.1 h) was consistent 
with the differential expression of AMPA receptor subunits. AMPA subunits of PV+ cells 
are known to lack the GluR2 subunit (Jonas et al. 2003, Geiger et al. 1995) whereas 
pyramidal cells contain GluR2 subunits. AMPA receptors lacking the GluR2 subunit are 
calcium permeable, inwardly rectifying, and have fast kinetics, resulting in a fast 
synaptic connection. Thus the differences in the single fiber AMPA mediated EPSCs 
were due to both pre-synaptic and post-synaptic mechanisms.  
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Maturation of Intrinsic Properties after Eye Opening
 The calcium binding protein parvalbumin is not expressed in the visual cortex 
until after the onset of vision (del Rio et al. 1994, Gonchar et al. 2007). At P13, while the 
eyelids are still fused, we have observed no GFP expression in the PV-GFP mice, but 
within 24 hours of the eyes opening there are numerous layer 4 PV+ cells. Following this 
rapid molecular change is an equally rapid maturation of intrinsic membrane properties 
(Figure 5.2) and firing properties (Figure 5.3). Many intrinsic properties change within 
three days and reach a plateau within a week, which coincides with the onset of the 
critical period. The complete list of parameters is detailed in Table 5.1. 
 Maturation of membrane properties of the cell include a reduction in membrane 
resistance and membrane time constant. Although the decrease in membrane time 
constant will require more current to reach threshold, these changes would allow the  
PV+ cells to integrate signals quicker and allow more precise response to synaptic 
inputs. Significant changes in the spike half-width, after hyperpolarization amplitude and 
duration, input resistance maximal firing rates (1way ANOVA of PV+ cells across the 4 
time periods) are all reflected in the different frequency vs current (FI) curves (Figure 5.3 
d). A two-way ANOVA of the FI curves for the PV+ cells across development indicates a 
significant difference between the first three time points, but no significance between the 
critical period (P24-26) and post critical period (P40-55) time points. 
 Pyramidal cell firing properties also undergo a few changes. Between P14 and 
P24 the spike half-width decreases (p<0.001), and the maximal firing rate increases 
(p<0.001, Mann-Whitney test). These overall shifts of both cell types in intrinsic 
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Figure 5.2 
Figure 5.2 - Intrinsic Membrane Properties
(a-d) Current steps in example cells of -100 pA, 10 pA and threshold current: (a) P14 pyrami-
dal cell, Ithresh = 36 pA. (b) P14 PV+ cell, Ithresh = 124 pA. (c) P26 pyramidal cell, Ithresh = 
60 pA. (d) P25 PV+ cell, Ithresh =  136 pA. Scale bar: 100 ms, 10 mV. (e-g)   Quantification of 
membrane properties. (e) Resting potential measured right after break in. (f) Input Resis-
tance. (g) Voltage Sag, (difference in peak voltage - steady state). Values are mean ± SEM. 
Pyramidal P14-15 n=11, P24-26 n:8. PV+ P14-15 n:16, P17-18 n:16, P24-26 n:12, P40-50 
n:12.  Statistics: t test, 1way ANOVA. *P<0.05. **P<0.01. 
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Figure 5.3 
Figure 5.3 Developmental Spiking profile of PV+ and Pyramidal Cells
(a,b) Example spike trains for the same cells in Figure 5.2.  (a) P14 (top) and P26 (bottom) 
pyramidal cells responses to a 200pA current injection.  Scale bar: 100 ms, 10 mV. (b) P14 
(top) and P25 (bottom) PV+ cells responses to a 500pA current injection.  (c,d) Instantaneous 
FI curves, plotting the inverse of the 1st 2 spike ISI for pyramidal cells (c) and PV+ cells (d) 
across development. (e) Current required to generate an action potential. (f) Half width of 
action potential at threshold. (g) Maximal firing rate: inverse of the shortest ISI for current 
injections >500pA. Values are mean ± SEM. Pyramidal P14-15 n=11, P24-26 n:8. PV+ P14-15 
n:16, P17-18 n:16, P24-26 n:12, P40-50 n:12.  Statistics: t test (solid black line), 1way ANOVA 
(dashed gray line). ***P<0.001. ****P<0.0001. 
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Table 5.1 - Developmental Intrinsic Membrane and Firing 
Properties of PV+ and Pyramidal Cells
Values are means ± SEM. PV: PV+ cells. Pyr: Pyramidal cells Vrest: Membrane resting 
potential measured just after breaking into the cell. Rm: Membrane input resistance 
measured just after breaking into the cell. Cm: Membrane capacitance measured just 
after breaking into the cell. tau: Decay constant of the membrane, single exponential fit 
of the membrane response to a -100 pA current injection. Sag: Difference between the 
negative peak voltage and the steady state voltage of a -100 pA injection. I Thresh: 
Current injection required to elicit an action potential. V Thresh: Voltage threshold to 
spike. Spike Amp: Amplitude of the action potential from voltage threshold. After-
Hyperpolarization: Amplitude of the hyperpolarization after the action potential spike 
measure from threshold voltage. Time to Hyper Peak: Time to reach after-
hyperpolarization from action potential peak. Adaptation: Ratio of the last two 
interspike intervals (ISIs) divided by the first two ISIs. Max Firing Rate: Inverse of the 
shortest ISI for current injections >500pA.
Statistics: Developmental profile of PV+ cells (ages P14-15 through P40-55) was 
analyzed as a 1way ANOVA and significance is listed on the bottom row of the table. 
Comparing Pyramidal Cells at P14-15 and P24-26 t test, significance for comparison 
given after the P24-26 value. Both STMD and GAD65 PV+ cells were compared to age-
matched P24-26 control values t test. *P<0.05, **P<0.01, ***P<0.001
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properties towards more precise and sustainable firing is an indication of not only the 
maturation of the excitatory/inhibitory circuitry but sensory processing as well. 
Developmentally Stable TC Synapse
 Witnessing the developmental changes evident in the intrinsic properties we next 
asked if there were similar synaptic changes by assaying TC input earlier, before the 
onset of the critical period for ocular dominance plasticity, between P16-18 (Figure 5.4). 
We checked if there were any specific changes that marked the critical period as 
different or plastic. The onset delay onto both cell types shortened (Figure 5.4 b). This is 
likely due to on going myelination of the postnatal brain which increases conduction 
velocity. Aside from changes in the onset delay, the synapses onto each cell type do not 
change significantly between before the onset of the critical period and the peak of the 
critical period. This suggests that the synapses are functionally established before or 
right around eye opening.
NMDA Mediated Thalamic Transmission
 While we focused predominantly on AMPA mediated currents as they 
predominate synaptic transmission in PV cells and in mature TC transmission (Agmon & 
O’dowd 1992), we did record a set of NMDA mediated EPSCs by holding the cell at +40 
mV and measuring the amplitude after the time course of the AMPA EPSC. We found 
little to no NMDA TC current onto PV+ cells either during the critical period or before 
(Figure 5.5 a,b). We did occasionally notice poly-synaptic NMDA currents at a 
substantial delay from the onset of the TC EPSCs, suggesting that layer 4 PV+ cells 
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Figure 5.4 
Figure 5.4 - TC Single Fiber AMPA Currents Before & During the Critical Period
(a) Example traces of TC AMPA currents for both cell types at a pre-critical period (P16-18) 
and peak critical period (P24-27) timepoint, ISI 40 ms. Scale bar 10 ms, 50 pA. (b) Onset 
Delay. (c-f)  Quantification: 1way ANOVA indicates significance, but post-hoc test shows 
significance between cell types but not between ages within cell type. Values are mean ± 
SEM. Pyramidal: P16-18 n=22, P24-27 n:26. PV+: P16-18 n:20, P24-27 n:25. *P<0.05. 
***P<0.001.
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Figure 5.5 - NMDA mediated TC Synaptic Currents
(a) Example traces of TC NMDA currents for both cell types at a pre-critical period (P16-18) 
and peak critical period (P24-27) timepoint, Scale bar 5 ms, 50 pA. (b) Pyramidal cells but not 
PV+ cells display NMDA mediated single fiber TC currents in visual cortex during the pre-criti-
cal period and critical period. NMDA currents decrease in pyramidal cells during the critical 
period. (c) The ratio between the NMDA and AMPA demonstrates the dominating AMPA 
currents in PV+ cells. The ratio does not significantly change for either cell type with develop-
ment. Values are mean ± SEM. t test. Pyr 16-18 n = 5. Pyr P24-27 n=8. PV P16-18 n=6. PV 
P24-27 n=6. * P<0.05
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contain NMDA receptors, however in visual cortex the TC synapse is dominated by 
AMPA receptors. 
 Pyramidal cells exhibited NMDA mediated TC EPSCs (Figure 5.5 a,b). Although 
the single fiber NMDA component has a smaller amplitude than the AMPA mediated 
currents (Figure 5.5 c), the NMDA component of the TC synapse displays a 
maturational decrease. Like in the somatosensory cortex, the NMDA mediated currents 
on pyramidal cells are more prominent before the maturation of inhibition (Agmon & 
O’dowd 1992) however unlike somatosensory cortex, we did not see persistent NMDA 
receptor activation by TC afferents in PV+ cells (Hull et al. 2009). It is possible that we 
missed the NMDA mediated currents and that they are present earlier in development, 
before our pre-critical period recording period. In the pre-frontal cortex, the elimination 
of NMDA EPSCs is concurrent with the rise in the calcium permeable, GluR2 lacking 
AMPA receptors (Wang & Gao 2010). The decay constant of the AMPA EPSCs in PV 
cells is already fast in the pre-critical period (Figure 5.4 f) and does not significantly 
change during through the critical period.
 
Otx2 
 In addition to transmitting sensory information, shaping receptive fields, and 
being an anatomical manifestation of ocular dominance plasticity (Antonini et al. 1999), 
the TC axon delivers molecular cues and transcription factors that target PV+ cells. The 
homeoprotein Otx2 is not transcribed in the visual cortex; mRNA is detected within the 
retina, LGN and choroid plexus of the mature mouse brain. Otx2 protein is however 
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Figure 5.6
Figure 5.6 - Reduction in Otx2 
(a) Putative GAG-binding motif (in red) in the Otx2 N-terminal region bears an argenine-lysine 
(RK) doublet just before the homeodomain. RK peptide and scrambled sequences are indicat-
ed. From Beurdeley et al. 2012. (b) Experimental timeline for both critical period and post-criti-
cal period experiments. (c,d) Confocal images (20x) of Otx2 and PV+ staining from control (c) 
and injected (d) hemispheres of critical period mouse. Arrowheads mark co-localization. 
Scale bar 100 μm. (e) Quantification of 6 slices from 2 animals. Values are mean ± SEM. 
Statistics: t test. **P<0.01
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found in the visual cortex. It is preferentially transferred to the PV+ cells just before the 
onset of the critical period (Sugiyama et al. 2008). 
 We know that Otx2 is important for maintaining the critical period and even 
parvalbumin expression within inhibitory neurons, but we do not know what is the role of 
Otx2 within the PV+ cells. We tested the functional effects of Otx2 removal at two 
different periods. One during the critical period to see if Otx2 is required for the initial 
functional maturation of the PV+ cells and one after the closure of the critical period to 
see if Otx2 is required for maintaining the functional maturity (Figure 5.6 b). 
 We tested the effect of Otx2 on the developing and mature visual PV+ cells by 
blocking Otx2 uptake with targeted injections. Otx2 contains an arginine-lysine (RK) 
motif that is recognized by the peri-neuronal nets that surround the PV+ cells and is 
required for internalization (Beurdeley et al. 2012). By injecting a small peptide (15 
amino acids) containing this motif we are able to decrease the Otx2 labeling of PV 
nuclei specifically near the injection (Figure 5.6). Quantifying the percent of PV+ cells co-
labeled with Otx2 antibody four days after a two-day infusion of RK peptide (Figure 5.6 
b) showed a significant decrease in Otx2 positive cells in the injected hemisphere 
compared to the control, un-injected hemisphere (Figure 5.6 d). 
 We compared the intrinsic properties of PV+ cells in visual cortex after receiving 
either an injection containing the RK peptide or saline alone. We found a number of 
changes in the membrane and firing properties suggesting that the cells had remained 
in, or reverted to, an immature state (Table 5.2). There were no changes in the 
membrane resistance, but the spike half-width and time to after-hyperpolarization peak 
increased and the maximal firing rate was decreased (Figure 5.7 c-j). The entire FI 
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Figure 5.7 - RK Injection Alters PV+ Cell Intrinsic Firing
(a) FI Curve of PV+ development overlaid with saline, RK or scrambled curves recorded during the critical 
period (P24-27) with injections 3-4 days before recording. (b)  FI Curve of PV+ development overlaid with 
saline and RK curves recorded after the critical period (P40-55) with injections 3-4 days before recording. 
(c,e) No Change in the input resistance at either age. (d) Half-width of action potentials after RK injections is 
significantly wider than either saline or scrambled peptide injections during critical period .  (f) Trend towards 
wider action potential of RK injections after the critical period. (g,i) RK injections increases the time to reach 
the hyper-polarization peak at both time periods. (h,j) Maximal firing rates decreases after RK injections at 
both time periods. Values are mean ± SEM. Critical Period: saline n: 9, RK n:18, scramble n:10. Post-Critical 
period: saline n: 4, RK n: 7. Statistics: (a,b) two-way ANOVA (c,d,g,h) 1way ANOVA, Tukey post-hoc test, 
(e,f,i,j) t Test. *P<0.05 **P<0.01, ***P<0.001. 
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Table 5.2 - Intrinsic Membrane and Firing Properties of 
Saline and RK injected PV+ Neurons During and After the 
Critical Period
Values are means ± SEM. Vrest: Membrane resting potential measured just after 
breaking into the cell. Rm: Membrane input resistance measured just after breaking into 
the cell. Sag: Difference between the negative peak voltage and the steady state 
voltage of a -100 pA injection. I Thresh: Current injection required to elicit an action 
potential. V Thresh: Voltage threshold to spike. Spike Amp.: Amplitude of the action 
potential from voltage threshold. After-Hyperpolaization: Amplitude of the 
hyperpolarization after the action potential spike measure from threshold voltage. Time 
to Hyper Peak: Time to reach after-hyperpolarization from action potential peak. 
Adaptation: Ratio of the last two interspike intervals (ISIs) divided by the first two ISIs. 
Max Firing Rate: Inverse of the shortest ISI for current injections >500pA.
Statistics: Critical period - (Rows 1-3) 1way ANOVA, Tukey post-hoc test between 
controls and RK; Post-Critical Period - t test  *P<0.05, **P<0.01, ***P<0.001
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curve for RK peptide injections during or after the critical period were most like the pre-
critical period state (P17-18) whereas saline injections were unchanged from the age-
matched curves (Figure 5.7 a,b). A two-way ANOVA comparing saline and RK injections 
shows significant decrease in the current-frequency relationship.  
 To determine if the changes we saw were specific to the blockade of Otx2 
transfer and not an immune reaction, we also performed control experiments of injecting 
a scrambled version of the RK peptide during the critical period (Figure 5.6 a). The 
scrambled version had the same amino acid composition as the RK peptide and thus 
maintained the same charge (Beurdeley et al. 2012). However, the scrambled version 
lacks the RK sugar binding motif and thus did not block Otx2 transfer when tested by 
Beurdeley et al. 2012. We found no effect of the scrambled peptide on the intrinsic 
properties of PV+ cells (Figure 5.7  a,c,d,g,h). This suggests the blockade of the 
functional maturation is specific to the removal of Otx2 within the PV cells. Further 
control experiments including testing the scrambled peptide after the critical period and 
anatomical verification of the specificity of RK peptide for removal of Otx2 with our 
protocol are underway.
Otx2 Helps Maintain Synaptic Inputs
 The synaptic input onto PV+ cells was also altered by RK peptide injection. We 
surveyed all of the synaptic input onto the cells by recording spontaneous miniature 
EPSCs (mEPSCs).   Three to four days after RK peptide injection we found a decrease 
in the frequency of mEPSC events both during (Figure 5.8 b,c) and after the critical 
period (Figure 5.9 b,c). Otx2 therefore seems necessary for maintaining synaptic inputs.  
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Figure 5.8  
a
Figure - 5.8 Otx2 Maintains Synaptic inputs onto PV+ Cells during the Critical 
Period 
(a) Sample PV+ cell mEPSC trace from saline injected (top) and RK peptide injected (bottom) 
mice during the critical period, 3 days after first injection. (b)  Mean frequency of mEPSC 
events. (c) Cumulative inter-event interval from all events (1000-2000 events per cell). (d) 
Mean AMPA mediated mEPSC amplitude. (e) Cumulative amplitude from all events. Scale 
Bar: 20pA, 50 ms. Values are mean ± SEM. Statistics: 1way ANOVA, Tukey post-hoc test. 
(b,d) Mann-Whitney test (c,e) Saline n=8, RK n=6, Scrambled n=10. *P<0.05, ****P<0.0001
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Figure 5.9  
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Figure - 5.9 Otx2 Maintains Synaptic inputs onto PV+ Cells after the Critical 
Period (P40-55) 
(a) Sample PV+ cell mEPSC trace from saline injected (top) and RK peptide injected (bottom) 
mice after the critical period, 3 days after first injection. (b)  Mean frequency of mEPSC 
events. (c) Cumulative inter-event interval from all events (1000-2000 events per cell). (d) 
Mean AMPA mediated mEPSC amplitude. (e) Cumulative amplitude from all events. Scale 
Bar: 20pA, 50 ms. Values are mean ± SEM. Statistics: t test (b,d) Mann-Whitney test (c,e) 
Saline n=8, RK n=6. *P<0.05, ****P<0.0001
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Accompanying the decrease in mEPSC frequency, we found an increase in the 
amplitude of the mEPSCs (Figure 5.8 d,e & Figure 5.9 d,e). There are two plausible 
explanations for this increase: either homeostatic scaling mechanisms are in effect to 
normalize the excitatory drive onto the PV+ cells, or Otx2 removal eventually disrupts 
the peri-neuronal nets that selectively surround the PV+ cells (Beurdeley et al. 2012), 
which would then change the dynamics of the neurotransmitter within the synaptic cleft.
 As with the intrinsic properties we saw no changes in the synaptic input onto PV+ 
cells after injecting a scrambled version of the RK peptide that does not contain the 
sugar binding motif and does not block the transfer of Otx2 to the PV+ cells during the 
critical period (Figure 5.8). This suggests that the reduced synaptic input is specific to 
the actions of Otx2 but further experiments and testing post-critical period will also need 
to be done. 
 In some cells the change in both the intrinsic and synaptic properties was very 
dramatic after the critical period. In two cells we saw a marked increase in the mEPSC 
decay. The larger effect of RK peptide injection after the critical period evident within 
these cells is perhaps due to functional differences in Otx2 initial expression versus 
maintenance. Another possibility is the peri-neuronal nets are firmly established after 
the critical period (Beurdeley et al. 2012) before the RK peptide injection eventually 
disrupts them and dramatically changes the cell’s performance.    
Summary
 PV+ cells are traditionally characterized functionally as fast-spiking cells. Layer 4 
PV+ cells displayed the narrow half-width, large after-hyperpolarization and high 
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maximal firing rates. All of these properties showed significant maturation from just after 
eye opening to the critical period then plateaued. The fast membrane properties and 
high firing rates of the PV+ cells is mirrored by the quick, precise and strong TC input. 
The TC synapse has faster kinetics and is stronger onto PV+ cells than pyramidal cells. 
When combined with the fast intrinsic properties, this would allow the PV+ cells to 
provide fast feed forward inhibition. 
 We have found that the homeoprotein Otx2 is required for both the initial 
maturation and maintenance of functional mature PV+ cells. The intrinsic and synaptic 
maturation of PV+ cells is maintained in part through Otx2 acquisition and expression. 
Disruption of Otx2 though RK peptide infusion causes a weakening of the fast spiking 
capabilities of the PV+cells and a reduction in synaptic input. It will be interesting to see 
the effect Otx2 removal has specifically on the TC synapse. This disruption of PV+ cell 
function and the concurrent reopening of plasticity underscore the importance of 
excitatory/inhibitory balance in maintaining cortical circuits. 
 Since PV+ cells and Otx2 are both required for the initiation and closure of the 
critical period, this sets up a two threshold model of Otx2 levels for controlling the critical 
period (Figure 5.10). An initial level of Otx2 is required for functional maturation of PV+ 
cells and the opening of the critical period (Sugiyama et al. 2008). Increasing levels of 
Otx2 maintains the functional maturation, sets up structural brakes in the form of peri-
neuronal nets and limits the critical period (Beurdeley et al. 2012). 
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Figure 5.10
Figure 5.10 - Two Threshold Model of Otx2 Controlling the Critical Period
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Chapter 6
Parvalbumin Cell-Specific Thalamocortical Plasticity in Mouse Visual 
Cortex
Introduction
! Specific GABA circuit function is essential for the experience-dependent loss of 
vision by monocular deprivation (Hensch, 2005). To what extent the balance of local 
excitation-inhibition in cortical circuits is altered during the shift in visual responsiveness 
has remained elusive. Equally elusive is how this shift drives downstream plasticity. 
Thalamocortical (TC) fibers target both excitatory and inhibitory cells, but there is 
evidence that the input onto PV+ large basket cells is stronger than that onto excitatory 
pyramidal cells (Gibson et al. 1999, Beierlein et al. 2003, Cruikshank et al. 2007). 
 Only recently has it been appreciated that the dynamics of plasticity in fast-
spiking, inhibitory neurons is dramatically distinct from their neighboring pyramidal 
neurons in vivo (Gandhi et al. 2008, Yazaki-Sugiyama et al. 2009).  After two days of 
MD, response of PV+ cells to stimulation through the deprived eye is stronger than the 
non-deprived eye (Yazaki-Sugiyama et al. 2009). After a longer period of MD, this 
paradoxical bias switches so that the deprived eye eventually becomes weaker. This 
two stage response profile is distinctly different from the response of the pyramidal 
neurons where both short and longer deprivations shifts the response to the non-
deprived eye. Inhibitory cells have further been found to have distinct and enhanced 
plasticity after the end of the critical period when compared to excitatory cells 
(Kameyama et al. 2010). 
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! The majority of these studies have been performed on layer 2/3 cells due to 
constraints of optical identification in vivo.  Maffei et al. (2006) studied changes in 
intracortical inhibition in monocular V1 layer 4 following three days of MD. Paired 
recordings showed there is an increase in the inhibitory tone through strengthening of 
excitatory cell connections onto inhibitory interneurons and vice versa, but no change in 
the strength of excitatory connections onto other excitatory cells. The strengthening of 
inhibitory transmission occurs through a novel form of potentiation (LTPi), which was 
occluded by prior MD. Interestingly if the deprivation occurs before the onset of the 
critical period, the inhibitory connection from fast-spiking cells to pyramidal cells 
weakens; thus this switch may regulate the onset of the critical period (Maffei et al. 
2004, Maffei et al. 2010). 
! As it has previously not been possible to truly isolate the functional TC synapse, 
there have been previous studies that have examined the TC input onto layer 4 cells 
through alternative methods. Quantifying the number of pre-synaptic release sites onto 
spines in layer 4 showed a decrease in the number of TC synapses in layer 4 after three 
days of deprivation, that was normalized after seven days of deprivation presumably 
due to homeostatic regulation (Coleman et al. 2010). Pharmacological blockade of 
cortical spiking showed that the sub-threshold visually evoked potentials had shifted 
towards the open eye after three days of MD (Khibnik et al. 2010). Recent intracellular 
recordings of pyramidal cells  using the pharmacological blockade found a decrease in 
subthreshold, presumably TC synaptic currents in the monocular zone of V1, after MD 
(Iurilli et al. 2011). 
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! Traditionally, TC axon rearrangement is thought to be the ultimate outcome of 
critical period plasticity, however anatomical rearrangement is much too slow to explain 
the rapid shift of ocular dominance that occurs within days of deprivation. We tested 
both of the primary post-synaptic cell types, pyramidal and PV+ cells, of the TC synapse 
for functional precursors to the anatomical shift and to gain insight on how the response 
at the first cortical synapse may drive further cortical plasticity. 
Results
Monocular Deprivation Decreases Mini EPSCs
 We examined layer 4 cells in the binocular region contralateral to the closed eye, 
after short term monocular deprivation (STMD) during the critical period (3-4 days of MD 
P22-26, recording P25-27). We examined miniature EPSCs (mEPSCs) in control 
animals or after STMD in pyramidal cells (Figure 6.1) and PV+ cells (Figure 6.2).  
mEPSCs report all synaptic events, both thalamocortical (TC) and intracortical. We 
found a 12% reduction in the mean amplitude of mEPSCs in pyramidal cells (Figure 6.1 
c) and a 20% reduction in the mean amplitude of mEPSCs in PV+ cells (Figure 6.2 c). 
The cumulative distribution of amplitude was also shifted towards smaller EPSCs in 
both cell types (Figures 6.1 d & 6.2 d).
 Along with the larger change in mEPSC amplitude, the mean frequency of events 
was lower only in PV+ cells (Figure 6.2 e). The cumulative frequency between events 
was also shifted towards longer intervals in PV+ cells (Figure 6.2 f). Pyramidal cells 
displayed neither a change in mean frequency (Figure 6.1 e) or a change in cumulative 
frequency (Figure 6.1 f). Typically the reduction in amplitude would correlate to a post-
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Figure 6.1 - STMD Reduces mEPSC Amplitude but not Frequency in Layer 4 
Pyramidal Cells
(a) Sample mEPSC trace from control P26 mouse. Scale bars: 100 ms, 20 pA.  (b) Mini trace 
from STMD P26 mouse after 3 days of MD. (c)  Mean amplitude of mEPSCs in pyramidal 
cells. STMD significantly reduces mEPSC size. (d) Cumulative plot of all mEPSC amplitudes  
(500-1000 events per cell). (e) Frequency of mEPSCs in pyramidal cells. STMD has no effect 
on the frequency. (f) Cumulative plot of inter-event interval from all events. Control n=7, MD 
n=8. Values are mean ± SEM. Statistics: t test (c,e), Mann-Whitney test (d,f) **P<0.01, 
****P<0.0001
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Figure 6.2 - MD Reduces mEPSC Amplitude and Frequency in PV+ Cells
(a) Mini trace from control P26 mouse. Scale bars: 100 ms, 20 pA.  (b) Mini trace from STMD 
P26 mouse after 3 days of MD. (c)  Mean amplitude of mEPSCs in PV+ cells. STMD signifi-
cantly reduces mEPSC size. (d) Cumulative plot of all mEPSC amplitudes (1000-2000 events 
per cell). (e) Frequency of mEPSCs in PV+ cells. STMD significantly reduces frequency. (f) 
Cumulative plot of all inter-event intervals. Control n=7, MD n=9. Values are mean ± SEM. 
Statistics: t test (c,e), Mann-Whitney test (d,f) . *P<0.05. **P<0.01, ****P<0.0001
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synaptic reduction in AMPA receptors while the reduction in frequency might indicate a 
reduction in pre-synaptic release sites or release probability. We next tested specific 
synapses to dissect the STMD changes and differences between the two cell types. 
PV+ Cell Specific TC Plasticity in Response to MD
 Even though mEPSCs report all synaptic events, the strong TC synapses should 
be prevalent, but not exclusive, as the TC fibers target the proximal dendrites or soma 
of pyramidal and  PV+ cells (Bannister et al. 2002, Richardson et al. 2009, Bagnall et al. 
2011). However, using our TC slicing protocol and stimulating near the ipsilateral patch 
of the LGN and recording in the binocular zone contralateral to the closed eye, STMD 
produced a shift in the TC synapse onto the PV+ cells only. 
 The functional TC synapse onto pyramidal cells remained unchanged (Figure 
6.3). Since mEPSCs report all of the synaptic input, the decrease in the mEPSC 
amplitude onto pyramidal cells is likely due to intracortical synapses and not the TC 
synapse. It is also possible that the small change in the mEPSC amplitude was within 
the error of TC synapse. In PV+ cells, STMD caused a dramatic reduction in the TC 
synapse. The 45% reduction in amplitude (Figure 6.3 f) combined with a near doubling 
of PPR (figure 6.3 g) indicate that the plasticity onto PV+ cells may be due in part, to 
pre-synaptic changes in release probability. It is possible that the plasticity of the TC 
synapse onto PV+ cells is due to a combination of both pre- and post-synaptic 
mechanisms. 
 This plasticity was limited to the critical period. Performing 4 days of MD from 
P14-P18, before the onset of the critical period, did not produce a reduction in the 
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Figure 6.3 - MD Reduces TC Input Specifically onto PV+ Cells  
(a) Diagram of recording and stimulus locations within the TC Slice. (b-e) Example traces of 
TC AMPA currents, ISI 40 ms. Scale bar 10 ms, 50 pA. (b) Pyramidal control (P25). (c) PV+ 
control (P26). (d) Pyramidal STMD (P25). (e) PV+ STMD (P26). (f) AMPA Amplitude. (g) 
Paired pulse ratio. Values are mean ± SEM. Statistics: 1way ANOVA, Tukey post hoc test. 
Pyramidal Control n = 30, Pyramidal STMD n = 12, PV+ Control n = 24, PV+ STMD n = 14. 
**P<0.01. ***P<0.001
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Figure 6.4   
Figure 6.4 -  TC Plasticity onto PV+ Cells is Consistent with In Vivo Ocular 
Dominance Plasticity
STMD shifts TC EPSCs onto PV+ cells during the critical period but not before the critical 
period begins nor in animals with reduced GABA signaling. Values are mean ± SEM. WT Con-
trol n = 24, WT STMD n = 14. P16-18 Control n = 22. P16-18 STMD n = 7. GAD65 KO Control 
n = 5. GAD65 KO STMD n = 5. Statistics: 1way ANOVA, Tukey post-hoc test. *P<0.05
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strength of the TC synapse (Figure 6.4). The TC plasticity is consistent with in vivo 
results (Sugiyama et al. 2008). Similarly in animals with decreased GABA signaling, 
GAD65 KO mice, who do not display an in vivo shift in response after MD (Hensch et al. 
1998), also did not display a reduction in the TC synapse onto PV+ cells after MD 
(Figure 6.5). 
 We have discovered experience-dependent plasticity in the first cortical synapse, 
the TC synapse and this plasticity is evident only in PV+ cells. The TC synaptic plasticity 
emerges during the critical period for ocular dominance plasticity.
Altered Intrinsic Properties of GAD65 -/- PV+ Cells
 We checked the intrinsic properties of PV+ cells to see if STMD altered their 
membrane or firing properties. STMD did not significantly change the intrinsic properties 
of PV+ cells (See Table 5.1). Additionally we checked the intrinsic properties of control 
P24-26 GAD65-/- PV+ neurons. As neither TC synaptic plasticity nor in vivo ocular 
dominance plasticity occurs in these animals, we wondered if they were significantly 
altered, perhaps indicating immaturity.  We found some changes in the intrinsic firing 
properties that are consistent with an overall decrease in GABA signaling, but not 
necessarily immature. The membrane voltage required to reach threshold was 
significantly increased and the maximal firing rate was decreased (Figure 6.5 b&d) thus 
the PV+ cells in the GAD65-/- mice will reach threshold and fire less in vivo. This 
indicates that in addition to the decreased synaptic release of GABA, specifically related 
to the deletion, GAD65-/- PV+ interneurons display decreased firing which would further 
decrease the amount of GABA released. 
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Figure 6.5 - Reduced Firing Rate of GAD 65 -/- PV+ Neurons
(a) The FI curve of GAD 65-/- PV+ neurons,  age P24-26 (during the critical period) matches 
the pre-critical period curve and not the age-match curve. (b) No change in input resistance 
(c) Increased threshold voltage. (d) No significant change in action potential half-width but a 
significant decrease in (e) maximal firing rate. Values are mean ± SEM. Statistics: 1way 
ANOVA, Tukey Post-hoc test. *P<0.05, **P<0.01
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Anatomical Evidence of TC Synapses
 Previous findings by Coleman et al. (2010) report that STMD reduces the number 
of anatomical TC synapses onto spines, indicating pyramidal cells, though they did not 
specifically look at post-synaptic cell types. We found a functional reduction of the TC 
synapse onto PV+ cells only and not pyramidal cells. We also examined the TC synapse 
from an anatomical rather than a strictly functional aspect. There are two main 
mammalian isoforms of the vesicular glutamate transporter expressed in the cortex. 
Vesicular glutamate transporters assist in the packaging of glutamate at excitatory 
synapses and can be used to label pre-synaptic terminals.  VGluT1 is predominantly 
expressed by cortical neurons whereas VGluT2 is expressed by subcortical neurons 
and therefore VGluT2 has been used to label TC terminals in the cortex (Nakamura et 
al. 2007, Coleman et al. 2010). As a measure of anatomical pre-synaptic input, we 
quantified the number of VGluT2 labeled puncta around PV+ soma as ~15% of TC 
inputs onto PV+ cells may be somatic (Bagnall et al. 2011, Ahmed et al. 1996). 
 There was a significant decrease in the size but not the number of puncta 
surrounding PV+ cells in layer 4 after three days of STMD in both the binocular and 
monocular zone, contralateral to the deprived eye (Figure 6.6 c,d). Smaller pre-synaptic 
terminals would be consistent with a reduction in the release probability as may contain 
fewer vesicles in the readily releasable pool (Murthy et al. 2001). In control animals, the 
number of puncta in the binocular zone was higher than in the monocular zone, 
consistent with an increase in TC fibers as they receive input from both eyes in the 
binocular zone. 
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Figure 6.6 
Figure 6.6 - VGluT2 Puncta on PV+ Cell Soma after STMD 
(a,b) PV and VGluT2 staining of PV+ cells in control (a) and MD (b) animals after 3 days MD. 
Inset images after thresholding. Scale bar 20 μm. (c-e) Quantification after 3 days of MD. 
Number of puncta within 1 μm of the PV+ soma remains unchaged (c) but, (d) mean VGluT2 
puncta size around PV cells is reduced in both binocular and monocular cortex. (e) PV+ soma 
area is smaller in V1m than V1b, but no change after MD. 1 way ANOVA**. (f-h) Quantification 
after 4 days of MD. (f) 4 days of MD reduces the number of VGluT2 puncta but the size of the 
puncta is unchanged (g). 4 days of MD reduces the size of the PV cells. Values are mean ± 
SEM. n=4 animals per group, 10 cells for each area per animal. Statistics: 1way ANOVA, 
Tukey post-hoc test to compare conditions. *P<0.05. **P<0.01. ***P<0.001
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Figure 6.7
Figure 6.7 - LTMD Reduces PV+Soma Size but VGluT2 Levels have Normalized
(a) Number of puncta within 1 μm of PV+ soma. (b) Mean VGluT2 puncta size around PV+ 
cells.  (c) LTMD Reduces the soma size of PV+ neurons *** (d) The total amount of VGluT2 
area above threshold within 1 μm of the PV+ soma. LTC: Long-term control. Values are 
mean ± SEM. n=4 animals per group, 10 cells for each area per animal. Statistics: 1way 
ANOVA, Tukey post-hoc test. *P<0.05, ***P<0.001
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 One additional day of MD reduced the number of VGluT2 puncta in the binocular 
zone specifically (Figure 6.6 f) suggesting a competitive mechanism for synapse 
elimination of weakened synapses. The vGluT2 puncta remaining on PV+ cells in the 
binocular zone of the deprived animals were the same size as the control cells (Figure 
6.6 g), perhaps because the shrunken puncta from the depressed TC fibers had been 
eliminated. The additional day of deprivation caused a reduction in the size of the PV+ 
cell soma (Figure 6.6 h) perhaps due to a reduction in transfer of a homeoprotein Otx2 
to PV+ cells. The non-cell-autonomous expression of Otx2 is necessary for maintaining 
mature firing properties in the PV cells (See Chapter 5) and may be delivered by 
thalamocortical axons (Sugiyama et al. 2008). 
 Extended periods, more than 2 weeks, of monocular deprivation causes large 
scale reductions in the arborization and length of the TC fibers from the deprived eye 
(Antonini et al. 1999). However PV+ cells remain responsive to the deprived eye in vivo 
as assayed by c-Fos expression (Mainardi et al. 2009). Quantification of VGluT2 puncta 
after 21 days of MD (LTMD) showed a normalization in the number and size of VGluT2 
puncta around the PV+ soma. However the PV+ soma size remained reduced again 
possibly due to a reduction in Otx2 expression. 
Summary
 We found a strikingly distinct plasticity in the functional TC synapse onto 
pyramidal and PV+ cells. While both PV+ and pyramidal cells displayed a decrease in 
mEPSCs, PV+ cells exhibited a 45% amplitude reduction of single fiber thalamocortical 
stimulation while input onto pyramidal cells remained unchanged. The experience-
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dependent plasticity of input onto PV+ cells was accompanied by a near doubling of the 
paired-pulse ratio (PPR; 0.37 ± 0.02 vs 0.70 ± 0.07), suggesting a presynaptic change 
in probability of release. The plasticity onto PV+ cells is constrained to the critical period. 
Deprivations prior to critical period onset (<P18) or in GAD65 knockout mice (Hensch et 
al. 1998), neither produce a shift of visual responsiveness in vivo, nor caused a change 
in EPSC amplitude or PPR in PV+ cells. Anatomical quantification of TC synapses 
around PV+ cells agreed with the reduction in TC innervation. 
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Chapter 7
Discussion
Parvalbumin Positive Interneurons
 Since Eccles’ seminal work (1964), it has been accepted that there are two 
different classes of neuron in the brain: excitatory and inhibitory neurons. It has 
increasingly become appreciated that inhibitory interneurons are specialized not only by 
anatomical or physiological classification (Petilla Interneuron Nomenclature Group 
2008) but also by their different functions in circuit processing and plasticity. Different 
types of interneurons have distinct receptive field properties (Hirsch et al. 2003), 
shaping either the receptive field or controlling the output of target cells (Bagnall et al. 
2011) and respond to experience-dependent plasticity differently (Mainardi et al. 2011). 
We set out to characterize one class of interneuron, the fast-spiking parvalbumin 
positive (PV+) large basket cells in layer 4 of mouse visual cortex by asking: How do 
they get there? How do they develop functionally? Who talks to them? And, how do they 
respond to altered experience?
 We found that interactions between layer 5 pyramidal cells and migrating 
immature inhibitory cells is required for correct laminar placement of PV+ cells and 
subsequent circuit function (Chapter 3). PV+ cells undergo a dramatic postnatal, 
sensory development to become fast-spiking cells able to quickly follow sensory input 
(Chapter 5). We found strong thalamocortical (TC) connections onto PV+ cells that 
undergo experience-dependent changes after monocular deprivation (Chapters 5 & 6). 
Since previous work has detailed the importance of GABA signaling and PV+ cells in the 
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initiation of critical periods (Hensch 2005), the specific plasticity onto the PV+ cells is 
particularly intriguing. 
Critical Periods
 Critical periods are brief windows in development when experience can 
permanently alter behavior, performance and/or neuronal circuits. In insects, worms and 
other animals with simpler neuroanatomy the neuro-circuitry is almost entirely 
genetically determined. In the model organism C. elegans all of the neurons and most of 
the synapses are stereotyped and pre-programmed (White et al. 1986, Riddle et al. 
1997). The evolution of critical periods allows for post-natal modification of neuronal 
circuits in response to experience and the environment to fine tune and optimize 
neuronal processing. 
 Limiting critical periods to just certain periods allows for a stabilization of the 
neuronal circuits optimized early in life. This provides greater adaptability early with 
stable, efficient neural circuitry in adulthood (Bavelier et al. 2010).  Additionally, plasticity 
is a cause of pathology as much as it is the mechanism for development and learning 
(Pascual-Leone et al. 2005). The stable excitatory/inhibitory balance present after the 
close of the critical period is consistent with a healthy adult brain. The excitatory/
inhibitory inbalance present in autism and schizophrenia may be a result of failure to 
close critical periods (Rubenstein & Merzenich 2003, Morishita & Hensch 2008, LeBlanc 
& Fagiolini 2011) 
 Although critical periods and ocular dominance plasticity have been studied for 
nearly 50 years now (Hubel & Wiesel 1965), many of the specifics remain unclear. We 
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cannot say what specific role inhibition plays, nor which specific synaptic plasticity 
events drive the large and long-term anatomic rearrangements. We know a threshold 
level of inhibition is required (Hensch et al. 1998), as well as signaling through particular 
GABAA receptors (Fagiolini et al. 2004), to begin the plasticity process. We have 
indications that GABA signaling, through the PV+ cell specific maintenance of Otx2 
(Beurdeley et al. 2012), along with other molecular brakes, eventually limits the critical 
period. 
 Inhibitory neurons which shape and modify the cortical output may be ideally 
placed within the neural circuitry to control plasticity. PV+ cells contact hundreds of cells. 
In experiments by Packer and Yuste (2011) some PV+ cells contacted every local 
pyramidal cell tested. Thus having inhibitory PV+ cells control plasticity would be a 
convenient method for shaping the response in much of the cortex. The critical period 
initiation coincides with maturation of PV+ cell intrinsic properties and TC input. 
 Surveying all synaptic input onto layer 4 cells, we found that short-term 
monocular deprivation (STMD) decreased the amplitude of miniature excitatory post-
synaptic currents (mEPSCs) onto pyramidal and PV+ cells. Yet, the experience-
dependent change in mEPSC amplitude was larger on PV+ cells and accompanied by a 
reduction in event frequency only there. While both pyramidal and PV+ cells are 
targeted by TC fibers, we saw a PV+ specific decrease in TC synaptic strength. Given 
only the modest decrease we saw in mEPSC amplitude onto pyramidal cells, the TC 
synapse may also be plastic but significantly weaker and within the noise. It could also 
be possible that after STMD entire fibers were eliminated, although we saw no change 
in stimulating strength required to activate a single fiber (Data not shown). Previous in 
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vivo and anatomical tests of TC synapses never examined PV+ cells as a target 
(Coleman et al. 2010, Khibnik et al. 2010, Iurilli et al. 2011). Thus, their dramatic 
plasticity onto PV+ cells has not been appreciated before this.
 PV+ cells of mouse primary visual cortex are more binocular than pyramidal cells 
(Yazaki-Sugiyama 2009, Kameyama et al. 2010). They respond equally well to 
stimulation of each eye, while pyramidal cells are biased towards the contralateral eye. 
Likewise, large-basket PV+ cells are not tuned for stimulus orientation (Sohya et al 
2007, Liu et al. 2007, Kerlin et al 2010, Runyan et al. 2010). These broad receptive field 
properties may be of computational importance, as the microcircuit architecture for PV+ 
interneurons, and probably neocortical inhibition in general, is an unspecific, densely 
homogenous matrix covering all nearby pyramidal cells (Packer & Yuste 2011). 
 Surprisingly, results in vivo have shown that STMD initially shifts the response 
paradoxically toward the closed eye in fast-spiking (PV+) cells (Yazaki-Sugiyama 2009). 
This unexpected bias is reversed with longer deprivations, making the inhibitory cells 
eventually more responsive to the open eye. Our finding of PV+ cell-specific plasticity is 
consistent with this finding. STMD weakens the TC synapse onto PV+ cells. It is highly 
likely that fibers from the open, ipsilateral eye are mediating this depression, as we 
targeted the stimulating electrode to the ipsilateral patch within the LGN. This result will 
require further confirmation by optogenetic tagging of just the open eye input (see 
below).
 Weakening the TC synapse from the open, ipsilateral eye while leaving the 
synapse from the deprived, contralateral fibers intact could shift the response of PV+ 
cells in favor of the deprived eye. This in turn may help to drive downstream plasticity in 
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the circuit. A reduction in feed-forward inhibition by the open eye (ie. TC weakening onto 
PV+ cells) combined with a decrease in the sensory driven feed-forward excitation from 
the deprived, contralateral eye would help to weaken the cortical pyramidal cell 
response of the closed contralateral eye. As pyramidal cells are normally biased toward 
the contralateral eye, perhaps an increase of synaptic input from the open, ipsilateral 
eye, is needed to drive competition, which may be required for the subsequent 
weakening and pruning of intracortical synaptic connections serving the deprived eye 
(Heynen et al. 2003, Mataga et al. 2004, Crozier et al. 2007).  
 For years, great efforts have been made to correlate synaptic plasticity in vitro 
with the shift in responsiveness in vivo toward the non-deprived eye after MD. Different 
forms of long-term synaptic plasticity can be induced in pyramidal cells in vitro across 
several layers of visual cortex, but not all forms seem to be required for ocular 
dominance plasticity (Daw el al., 2004). Indeed, several mechanisms for long-term 
potentiation (LTP) or long-term depression (LTD) can be doubly dissociated from 
plasticity in vivo (Hensch 2005). For example, conditional enhancement of calcineurin 
impairs ocular dominance plasticity but not LTD induced by low-frequency stimulation 
(Yang et al. 2005). Conversely, mGluR2 deletion disrupts LTD in layer 2/3 while ocular 
dominance plasticity remains intact (Renger et al., 2002).
 It seems counterintuitive that the non-deprived fibers from the open, ipsilateral 
eye onto PV+ cells would become depressed after STMD, but there are unique forms of 
spike-timing depending plasticity in inhibitory neurons that could accomplish this. In the 
somatosensory cortex, Lu et al. (2007) found correlated presynaptic release and post-
synaptic firing of FS (PV+) cells induces LTD at intracortical synapses. It does not matter 
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whether the pre-synaptic release occurs before or after spiking of the FS cell; so long as 
the two events are temporally close, the synapse is depressed. This LTD is mediated by 
metabotropic glutamate receptors (mGluRs).  
 An STDP mechanism, similar to the one found in somatosensory cortex could 
produce LTD at TC synapses in layer 4, PV+ cells. Monocular deprivation 
desynchronizes the activity between the two eyes. Sensory experience would drive the 
open eye fibers, while modest spontaneous activity would weakly and sporadically drive 
deprived eye fibers. STDP weakens active connections more than inactive ones and 
would initially produce a greater depression of the open eye input. Yazaki-Sugiyama et 
al. (2009) modeled the plasticity onto PV+ cells using a similar rule. They found that the 
STDP rule above would explain the relative initial depression of open eye fibers, while 
subsequent homeostatic mechanisms to gradually increase the overall firing rate to re-
scale all synapses would eventually yield the more conventional preferred response to 
the open eye over the deprived eye. Both the in vivo results and our mEPSC recordings 
in PV+ cells report a decrease in spontaneous activity after STMD. Thus, in future 
studies it would be exciting to explore both STDP rules at the TC to PV+ cell synapse 
and homeostatic scaling mechanisms within PV+ cells during longer monocular 
deprivations to support this two-stage model.
 With the advances in optogenetics and transneuronal labeling (Han & Boyden 
2007, Callaway 2008, Kuhlman & Huang 2008, Hasenstaub & Callaway 2010, 
Deisseroth 2011), it may soon be possible to, optogenetically or otherwise, isolate the 
fibers coming from each eye. Combining selective stimulation of eye-specific fibers with 
the optimized TC slice to insure preservation of many TC connections, we could assess 
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the experience-dependent plasticity of TC fibers from the open or deprived eye 
definitively. Alternating stimulation of single fibers would also answer questions about 
the binocularity of TC input onto layer 4 cells. In higher mammals, ocular dominance 
maps suggest that layer 4 cells receive input from a single eye (Hubel et al. 1977). In 
the mouse, in vivo responses show layer 4 cells are binocularly driven (Gordon & 
Stryker, 1996, Yazaki-Sugiyama et al. 2009), but the relative contribution of the 
intracortical versus thalamocortical inputs remains unclear.  
 It would also be informative to see if the experience-dependent TC plasticity is 
truly constrained to the critical period. Testing this synapse for plasticity after the closure 
of the critical period by performing STMD after P35 (Espinosa & Stryker 2012) may be 
technically difficult, if not impossible, due to the decreased viability of ex vivo brain 
slices with age. However, by prematurely opening then closing the critical period with 
early diazepam injections (Fagiolini et al. 2004) it may be possible to limit plasticity at an 
amenable age then to check the TC synaptic plasticity. 
 If experience-dependent plasticity is constrained, there must be a mechanism 
that first allows for plasticity in the PV+ cells as they mature, then the same or a different 
mechanism to limit plasticity a short period later. The transcription factor Otx2 is one 
obvious candidate. The time-course of expression of Otx2 within PV+ cells creates a 
model where a low threshold of Otx2 internalization is reached for the initiation of 
plasticity, then a higher threshold of Otx2 expression in the PV+ cells limits plasticity 
(Beurdeley et al 2012). We have shown that continued translocation of Otx2 is required 
for the maturation and maintenance of the high firing rates and mEPSCs in PV+ cells 
(Chapter 5). 
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 Furthermore as a transcription factor with multiple genetic targets, Otx2 may be 
capable of modulating the expression of LTP/LTD related molecules within the PV+ cells 
(eg TrkB; Aicardi er al. 2004; Jiang et al. 2003; Sermasi et al. 2000; Cellerino et al. 
1996). Even if the TC plasticity is not constrained to the critical period, Otx2 may be 
acting to limit ocular dominance plasticity through other mechanisms specific to the PV+ 
cells. Just as we found that Otx2 changes the synaptic input onto PV+ cells, it would be 
useful to check how Otx2 affects the synaptic output of PV+ cells, either through paired-
cell recordings or miniature inhibitory post-synaptic currents (mIPSCs) in neighboring 
pyramidal cells. There may also be interactions between Otx2 and other critical period 
brakes (Bavelier et al 2010), such as Lynx1 or the Nogo receptor. It is possible that this 
one transcription factor controls both the onset and closure of the critical period. 
 Recently it has been shown that monocular deprivation after the end of the 
critical period produces a potentiation of response of cortical neurons toward the open 
eye, although the magnitude is weaker and time-course is longer than for critical period 
plasticity (Sawtell et al. 2003, Fischer et al. 2007, reviewed by Hofer et al. 2006, 
Morishita & Hensch 2008). Inhibitory neurons play an important role in adult plasticity as 
well as critical period plasticity. Post-critical period monocular deprivations may induce a 
shift in the distribution of inhibitory synapses on dendritic spines (Chen et al. 2012). It 
remains to be seen if post-critical period plasticity also changes the input onto inhibitory 
cells or just their output. 
 Here, we have shown that PV+ cell development and maturation is required for 
proper cortical circuit function and plasticity. We have identified a possible first site of 
synaptic plasticity that drives ocular dominance plasticity. We have also established a 
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system for examining the TC synapse in the mouse visual system. This preparation may 
also be useful for examining disease models. For example we revealed an unexpected 
PV+ cell hyper-connectivity in the visual cortex of the Mecp2 mutant mice (Chapter 3), 
which corresponds with their loss of spontaneous activity and acuity in vivo (Durand et 
al. 2012). Testing the TC synapse in these animals and perhaps adjusting their Otx2 
delivery using RK peptides as we show in Chapter 5, could decrease the activity of the 
PV+ cell network specifically, and may rescue the visual phenotype. Thus the present 
foundational work opens many novel directions for future research. 
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